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Along with all the lushness of
other growth, we unfortunately
have a bumper growth of Poison
Oak. We have to steer clear of
these three-leaved vines or
suffer the consequences.
So many local people now ride
bicycles that an adult no longer
feels like a fool for riding one. It
is a good exerciser and enjoyable as well. Oddly enough
people overseas have ridden
them for years as a form of
transportation and exercise and
no one thinks anything about it.
Don Alley, up the road from
us, calls our attention to some
huge black ants which are invading his Oak trees. They are
huge and some have wings. He
says they bite with a vengeance
too. Looks as though the things
are eating the bark off the trees
and he is looking for some cure.

John E. Hoover of Mayfield
will be the speaker at the gospel
meeting to be held at the
Coldwater Church of Christ,
starting Monday, July 2, and
continuing through Sunday,
July 8.
Services will be held at two
p.m. and 745 p.m each day.
The public is invited to attend,
a school spokesman said.
Bro. Hoover is now in his sixth
year as minister of the Northside Church of Chirst
Mayfield. He preached his first
sermon at the age of twelve at
Smithland and began preaching
at the age of eighteen. He has
at
congregations
served
Grove,
Barlow, Hickory
Coldwater, and Briensburg.
The guest speaker has conducted gospel meetings in
first bar of
Kentucky, Tennessee, MichiCANDY SALE—Judge Robert 0. Miller bays the
left, and
(See Hoover,Page 12)
candy in the Quota Club Candy Sale from Amy Doran.
the girls will
and
bar,
per
$1
for
sells
candy
The
Morgan.
Laurie
be canvassing neighborhoods tomorrow.
(Staff Photo by David Hill)

The widening of Doran Road
calls for the city to expend
$15,000, the county $15,000 and
the state $15,000. Reason for
widening is given as the location
of the new high school on this
road, and the Gatesborough
subdivision which is growing
rapidly. How much wider and
when it will begin is not known.

Three Accidents Occur
Yesterday In Murray
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Nixon Vetoes Bill To
End Cambodia Bombing
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(API — The California White
House said today President
Nixon has vetoed a bill that,
among other things, would cut
off funds for U.S. bombing of
Cambodia.
Deputy Press Secretary Geryears of experience working . ald Warren said the conof
with and for the farmers
troversial legislation reached
(See Palmer,Page 12)
Nixon's desk early Tuesday
evening and that Nixon decided
upon his veto after conferring
by telephone with Senate Republican Leader Hugh Scott of
Pennsylvania and House GOP
Leader Gerald Ford of Michigan.
The veto was decided upon
shortly after the legislation
cleared the Senate by a vote of
81-11.
Nixon's actions sends the
measure, a 33.4-billion supplementary money bill, back to
the House Republican leaders
there are confident they can
gather enough support to prevent the two-thirds vote needed
to override the veto.
That would prevent the bill
from ever returning to the Senate, where the two-thirds vote
Lowell Palmer
seemed assured.
The amendment, first Indochina fund cutoff ever to
clear both houses of Congress,
applied to U.S. military activity
in or over both Laos and Cambodia but VMS directed primarily at the continuing U.S. bombsimilar to those proposed by ing of the latter country.
Another effort to cut off
the administration in May for
(See Cambodia,Page 12)
voluntary compliance.

Palmer & Perkins Are Honored
At ASCS Retirement Dinner
Two local men of the 1964 and to County Executive
Calloway County office of the director in 1970.
The local man said that the I
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Services were
honored with a retirement
dinner held at Captain's Kitchen.
Lowell Palmer, County
Executive Director, and John
H. Perkins, Counter Program
Assistant, were the honored
men at the dinner held on
Thursday
Palmer
. Palmer is retiring after
twenty-four years service with
the ASCS office. He began
working with farm programs in
1937 serving as a community
committeeman and reporter.
He was elected to the County
Committee in 1948 and accepted
the chief-clerk position in
August of 1949. The job title was
changed to office manager in
Jolla H. Perkins

policemen
Three accidents were in- Me rear bumper,
said.
the
by
vestigated yesterday
The second accident occurred
Murray City Police.
Street.
The first collision occurred at at 12:55 p.m. on Chestnut
1970
four
a
said
records
Police
Street.
noon on South Fifth
Someone asks do we believe
Police reports said that a 1969 door driven by James Edwin
President Nixon or Dean. We
was
two door driven by Virginia Morris of Dexter Route One
would tend to believe the
Chestnut when a
on
west
going
Kirk1307
of
Gordon Morgan
of Oil and
President. Anybody who is
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Department's Office
two door driven by Myrtle
wood was backing from a 1970
stupid enough to concoct the
pre- Gas and by Deputy Treasury
is
tion
Wells
administra
1709
of
Nixon
Jordan
Coffer
parking space and struck a 1972
E. Simon,
Watergate affair or go along
paring to impose a mandatory Secretary William
two door driven by Janet Felts turned left in front of the Morris
with it in the first place, is not
John E. Hoover
Under those guidelines, supfor gasoline head of an interdepartmental
system
allocation
the
in
the
auto
struck
car
and
West of Murray Route Seven.
beyond lying too.
oil policy committee, the pliers of petroleum fuels were
infuels,
petroleum
other
and
Officers said the West vehicle front end.
requested to give their customsources said.
The Morris car received formed government sources
was going north on South Fifth
under
Heard a story the other day
be
still
to
said
was
ers fuel in 1973 in the same proIt
'said Tuesday.
when it was struck by the &tinge to the front end while the
about a mother mouse and her
consideration by the White portion as those customers rethe
convert
to
plans
The
right
received
vehicle
Jordon
Morgan auto.
offspring who were attacked by
announce a ceived in 1972.
present voluntary guidelines House, which could
The Murray Units of the
Damage to the West car was front damage, police officers
a cat. The mother mouse stood
on with the
in
conjuncti
decision
Officials of the Murray City
have
The adoption of a mandatory Parent-Teacher Association
system
y
mandator
a
into
said.
the
her ground and went "Woof, Police
later this program would make such alloDepartment have to the right front while
been approved by the Interior expected release
sponsoring buses to the
(See Three,Page 12)
Woof." The terrified cat im- warned motorists to use ex- Morgan vehicle had damage to
week of a presidential message cation a formal requirement, are
in Toyland" production
"Babes
The
flight.
took
y
mediatel
on energy policy.
treme caution when overtaking
not just a suggestion
Amphitheater
Kenlake
the
at
mother mouse turned to her or meeting the mini-bus owned
However, one source inSources said it was decided today, June 27, and tomorrow,
Now
allocation
children and said,
y
mandator
dicated,
the program should be made June 2, according to Willie E.
by the Murray Mental Health
children, do you see how im- Center.
could be delayed until the pub- mandatory but that the present
Jackson, director of Pupil
portant it is to learn a second
lic appointment of an energy order of priority customers did
Volunteers train the XI Alpha
Personnel for the Murray
language"
policy coordinator in the White not need to be changed.
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma
Public Schools.
House.
Phi are operating the bus to
The production was cancelled
Top priority for fuel supply
Mn. F.E. Crawford has transport special education
Colorado Gov. John A. Love
Tuesday, June M, when the
on
producassigned to food
several different colors of Day students to classes each day at
— dictrnents had been announced, was discussion of specifics has been selected for that new was
WASHINGTON ( AP)
buses were scheduled to be
local
disand
g
processin
tion,
Pennsylorange,
deep
Lilies including a
Robertson School this sununer. Ousted White House counsel it was a very cordial circum- about the Watergate cover-up. position after former
for transportation.
used
tribution.
deeper than most we have seen.
Police officials said that John W. Dean III conceded to- stance The President asked me
"Given the fact that he told vania Gov. William W. Scranse'd buses will leave
Jackson
included
Other top priorities
whenever the school bus is day that he did not tell Presi- to sit down and told me that me I had done a good job," ton turned it down, these
the Murray Middle School at
ng
firefighti
and
police
health,
bloom.
are
in
said.
Smoke trees
loading or unloading students, dent Nixon directly about Wa- Bob had told him what I'd been Dean said he assumed Nixon sources
8:45 a.m. Thumf.....y morning.
The proposed mandatory allo- services, public transportation
traffic from both directions tergate involvement and cover- doing He expressed apprecia- was pleased with what had
This service is in cooperation
transother
and
Fellow says marrying a girl must come to a complete stop, up last Sept. 15, but said he tion for it
You can tell when been done to keep the Water- cation program was expected and freight
with the Kentucky States Parks.
services.
portation
y
essentiall
guidelines
to follow
for her looks is buying a and wait until the bus is in nonetheless believes the Presi- you're talking to the President
(See Dean,Page 12)
motion again before moving. dent knew
whether he understands or not
(See Seen & Heard,Page 12)
4,
Sen. Edward J. Gurney, RWRANGLERS CLUB
FREE KITTENS
Dean has testified that by
Fla., said Dean's charge that
The Wranglers Riding Club
Two kittens, nine weeks old,
was aware of the that time, he was deeply inthe
President
at
both males, are free to persons will have a business meeting
cover-up at that point seemed volved in the cover-up, and had
for pets. For information call the club on Thursday, June 28, no more than an impression.
been reporting to Haldeman
at seven p.m.
753-9689.
"I'm reporting the facts as and Ehrlichman.
Gurney asked for specifics
I'm able to recall them," Dean
told the Senate's televised Wa- about the conversation. Dean
described an inThe former White House memorandum
tergate hearings. He said he said it included a discussion of
WASHINGTON (AP — The cutor said Tuesday that be
vestigation conducted after the
Nixon
President
quoted
in
case,
counsel
criminal
doesn't have a tape-recorder the Watergate
Watergate special prosecutor's could not "comment on testiwas con- 1968 election of Vice President
memory of that meeting with which seven men had been in- office is debating whether to mony in progress or on what 'as telling him "he
T. Agnew.
Spiro
elect
wiredicted, about civil suits filed in use John W. Dean III's testi- matters might become the sub- vinced that he had been
Nixon.
Sullivan said the investigation
tapped in 1968."
Gurney confronted Dean with connection with the wiretap- mony as a springboard into an ject of investigation."
was ordered by President Lynpressed
he
that
a
testified
Dean
for
a series of detailed questions ping, and about prospects
But sources close to the prosinvestigation of political surand nothing adCorrections Commis- about the Sept. 15 -meeting, House investigation
Sullivan for examples of FBI don B. Johnson
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) — after state
Democratic ecutor's office said the staff
during
according to
veillance
found,
was
verse
Holmes agreed which included the then-White
Dean said the meeting lasted administrations, according to was closely monitoring Dean's political activity and Sullivan the newspaper.
The third seizure of hostages in sioner Charles
The
dum.
prisoners
three
a
memoran
the
him
sent
transfer
to
House counsel, and presidential 30 to 40 minutes.
less than a year has prompted
testimony, examining referinformed sources.
See Prosecutor, Page 121
State Refor- aides H.R. Haldeman and John
on Star-News said the
Gurney asked whether there
a review of security measures to the Kentucky
for the prose- ences to purported FBI political Washingt
n
A
spokesma
That
Grange.
La
near
matory
D. Erhliclunan.
at Kentneky_State Penitentiary
activity In previous adminis-Ilietitution is usually icfelicil to
That iS the first point at
here.
trations and debating whether
prissecurity"
which Dean has said he had
The eight men taken hostage as a "medium
they fall within the mandate
ry is considfirst-hand knowledge that Nixon
since last August were all re- on. The penitentia
given prosecutor Archibald
m security."
was aware of campaign and ofleased without serious injury. ered "maximu
Cox.
Tuesday
held
The review
ficial involvement in the WaterThe latest incident took place
Dean told the Senate Wateremphasis on gate wiretapping and cover
Sunday when three prisoners placed special
committee Monday that
gate
might afford
who
spinster
a
Gurney: "It was at that
a
Rue,'
C. Sullivan, former asseized two prison employes and Prison areas that
movies;
William
They
"See How
seizure and meeting that you felt the Presitwo inmates and held them opportunities for
Ninety young people from Burkeen, Mickey Butterworth,
in three acts, "touches alcohol for the first sociate director of the FBI, had
comedy
situatiOn
holding of hostages.
dent knew all about Watergate will be presented July 12-13-14 time in her life;" four men in told him the bureau had been Calloway County are attending Susan Byars, Brigitte Bynum,
captive 18 hours
"We know there are spots in
The hostages were released
by the Department of Theatre clergymen suits presenting the used "for political purposes by 4-H Camp near Dawson Springs Carol Ann Bynum, Karen Lee
this prison where we are vulDean: "I would say this, Arts at Murray State Univer- problems of which is which. for past administrations."
this week. They left on Monday Bynum,Regina Bynum, Brenda
nerable to this sort of thing," when I came in, the indisguised as one is an escaped
morning in two school buses. L. Capps,Ron Childress, Clara
sity.
said the prison's superintensedate
a
another,
F.-.
and
prisoner,
Robert
During this week the young M. Cole.
Directed by
Amateur Radio Club To
dent, Henry Cowan.
Roger Colson, Cathy J.
departmental bishop who is aghast at all the
are participating in
people
,
Johnson
We arrange special securtiy,
goings on and the trumped-up
production a
nal activities, Jalk Crawford, Larry Cunningham,
recreatio
,
the
chairman
but since the canteen incident
Hold Meeting Tonight
games,swimming, boating, arid Theresa Dillion. Gene Dowdy,
longtime London theatre hit stories told on him.
Showers and thundershowers we're taking a look at all the
be:
will
an
cast
up
the
Making
King,
craft programs. Fred Gillum, 4- Jan Attaway Dyer, Larry
Phillip
by
of
written
Club
Radio
Amateur
Thursand
tonight
The
today,
likely
places that might offer conClark.
by
Hollis
and
Debi
Shinners
marked
H agent, and Junior 4-H leaders Enoch, Peggy E. Guy, Jimmy
is
will
man,
y
English
Universit
Murray State
day. Not as warm, highs today venience for taking and holding
Wallace,
Carol
comedy
of
both
Murray;
605
of
ied the group to Joe Hale, Lone Ann Hale, Ted
accompan
Ferguson
Earl
at
satirical
broadly
meet toniglit iWedwesday)
in the upper 80s. Lows tonight hoetages." The latest seizure
Hurt,
e
Grey
improbabl
e;
the
to
Louisvill
camp. They will return on A. Hale counselor), Dianne
Sycamore reported
situations and an
7:30 at Swann Hall.
mid to upper 60s. Highs Thurs- took place at the canteen.
Hall. FrankHarrison (counselor), Mark A.
Charlie
Paducah;
yesterday
Police
City
Friday, June 29.
Murray
ARRL
plot.
the
of
n
An evaluatio
day low to mid 80s.
He explained that "no special
Nashville,
Herndon, David W. Honchul,
human
Smith,
Paul
Dana
Cindy
tank
Abbott,
gas
fort;
a
Raymond
mercury
of
broad
theft
the
The
play's
Simulated Emergency ComWinds, southwesterly eight to troubles" grew out of that disMichael C. Irvin, Cornelia
the Tenn.; Roger Humphrey,
ns test held at Land Ahart, Daron Nix Ahart, Marty
municatio
15 miles per hour today and turbance. No tension was noted and a one half inch ratchet with characteristics embrace
the Rumsey; Rich Willet, EdJackson, Lee Anthony Jackson,
W.
Teddy
through
r,
the
end.
on
Alexande
socket
plug
G.
a
spark
place
last
taking
antics
Lakes
thunof
Between the
variable in the vicinity
among the prisoners either, he
an
Bannon,
Mark Jackson, Kevin Jones.
Lori
English
Alton,
Henry
the
dyville;
and
to
Timmy
,
called
were
n
Alexander
an
Policeme
of
four doors
weekend will be held. Also plans
dershowers.
said.
at
music
Thomas 0. J,,nes, Joy Leigh
of
Blakely,
Jo
Sheila
professor
assistant
Bailey,
scene at 2:25 p.m.
Vicarage.
Outlook for Friday, partly
for a general class licen4f radio Ann
He added that the custodial
Johnna Kelso, Freddie 'ay Kirkland,
American
Murray
boy
a
and
State.
girls
Brandon,
young
Two
an
are:
David
Involved
discussed.
theory will be
cloudy and warm.
and security forces had not
—this is a wonderful play for
H. Brown, Jr., Danny Lamb, "Lmmy Lax,
Probabilities of measurable been enlarged but that he were seen leaving the scene on actor and actress (he is
All interested persons are Brandon, Brent
said.
in
Johnson
Force
Brown, Lisha Eric Lovins, Ginger Mitchell,
groups,"
family
Earl
stationed with the Air
invited to attend, a club William
precipitation, 60 per cent today, hoped that through the review bicycles.
(See Ninety, Page 12)
the
of
who
"It's an excellent farce
Bucy, Tena Bucy, Kathy Jane
The gas tank was later England); a cockneymaid
spokesman said.
60 per cent tonight, and 60 per "we may find ways to keep
Arnerican
12)
Page
.
Comedy,
(See
recovered
many
too
seen
has
cent Thursday.
down such disturbances here."

Sources Say Gas Allocation System
Appears To Be Under Consideration

Murray PTA Groups
Sponsoring Buses

Caution Urged
Around Mini-Bus

Dean Concedes He Didn't Tell
Nixon Direttly About Coverup

Prosecutor Debating On Whether
To Investigate Demo Surveillance

Eddyville Seizure
Prompts New Review

MSU Theatre Arts Department
To Present Three-Act Comedy
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THREE SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times
cogitates two regular sections
numbering 12 and 8 pages plus
an 8-page tabloid section for
Kroger making a total of 28
pages In the edition.

-

The Weather

Theft Reported At
Earl Ferguson Home

Ninety From Calloway At
4-H Camp For This Week
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Beating The System
the
There is widespread dismay and anger across
on
y
identit
their
lose
towns
land as cities and
postmarks and become merely "U.S. Postal
Service Al" or whatever.
Even localities with unique names have been
was
obliterated by the obiquitous postmark, which
ing.
supposed to save money or someth
First the time of cancellation was dropped, then
a
the city or town or origin. The only information
is
which
postmark contains these days is the date,
usually illegible.
Which brings us to a proposal that will guarantee
instant fame to the first town that embraces it. The
proposal: Change the name of the town, whatever it
is, to "U.S. Postal Service" and watch as millions of
letters annually proclaim the existence of the city or
hamlet so named.
This is such an obvious way of beating the system,
we're sure someone must of thought of it already.
But the existence of one town of Postal Service does
not preclude others. There are already hundreds of
localities in the country Ath the same name. Think
of the pleasure of telling people you're from Postal
Service and wait for them to ask WHICH Postal
Service?—Montgomery ( Ala ) Advertiser.

Ten Years Ago Today
'EDGER

TIMES FILE

Air Force Wants To Spend A
Billion On New Type Aircraft

trying to put down all
fiscal 1974 — on top of $229 mil- is not
By JEAN HELLFR
new Pentagon projects, he
to
—
year
last
received
lion
Associated Press Writer
enough
powered questions whether
WASHINGTON (AP( — The build a new nuclearthe nato
given
was
thought
Such a ship
Air Force wants to spend over aircraft carrier.
tion's bomber force before the
stratein
whatever
role
no
has
$1 billion for an aircraft called
what
usefulness is Air Force began spending
the AX, designed to give close gic defense. Its
for
billion
$11
be
ly
eventual
will
air support to ground troops. limited solely to small wars 244 new B1 bombers.
.
Vietnam
like
The AX may never be needed
-No one disputes that the B1
that these
unless this country fights anoth- • "I won't say flatly
some performance advanhas
be buyer ground war in Europe, a are things we shouldn't
tages over the current B52s,"
anybody
think
don't
I
but
ing,
very remote possibility.
sure
really Miller said. "But I'm not
The slow AX is vulnerable to has seriously asked if we
ges
advanta
nce
performa
those
Gene
attack from enemy aircraft need them or not," Adm.
are good reasons to go ahead
w.
intervie
an
in
said
e
LaRocqu
and, while it protects ground
with production."
troops, it needs another aircraft LaRoccjue is the former comA study of the B1 done by the
force
task
naval
a
of
mander
Force
Air
the
So
it.
to protect
center indicates that, while the
Sixth
the
of
half
d
comprise
that
is buying the F15 Eagle which,
the B1 can fly higher and faster,
under current plans, will cost Fleet and is now director of
and faster, than the
Center for Defense Information and lower
$7.8 billion.
B52, the B52 can carry exactly
t
non-profi
a
is
center
The
here.
Some defense experts insist
the same weapons as the Bl. In
both jobs could be done satis- clearing house for defense in- addition, because of the ABM
factorily by the F4 Phantom, formation.
limiting nations' missile
"We have to start 'equating treaty
an airplane already in the US.
, the B52 could penedefenses
Pentagon
the
the forces that
arsenal.
air space as well
Soviet
trate
The Navy wants to spend at wants to buy with the mob that
the Bl. Each B1 will cost
as
LaRoque
done,"
be
to
subneeds
least $13.5 billion on a new
about $45 million. Each B52
marine called Trident which said. "Instead we've gotten on
costs $8 million.
would give the United States this syndrome of buying a new
"The life span of the B52 with
and
faster
goes
that
thing
shiny
against
r
more nuclear firepowe
recent modernization is
the
and
thing,
old
Russia. Twenty existing Po- higher than the
into the 1980s," Miller
well
laris-Poseidon submarines with that has become rationale
"I just don't think the B1
said.
."
Pentagon
the
to
als
enough
MIRV-multiple-warhead
needed."
"Take the nuclear aircraft is that urgently
ready have the capability of deRobert Anderson, president of
livering between 3,200 and 4,00 carrier. Aircraft carriers were
very effective in World War II. Rockwell International, the
weapons to the Soviet Union.
company which is building the
By 1976, under programs al- Ask the Navy where they've
BI disagrees.
ready funded, there will br)31 been effective since then and
"The youngest B52 will be 18
and
Lebanon
In
you
tell
nes
they'll
submari
idon
Polaris-Pose
20 years old when the first
to
no
of
been
They've
.
able to fire between 4,960 and Vietnam
goes into use," he said
131
strategic value. And they're
6,944 warheads at Russia.
"The oldest one will be close to
atenemy
to
le
vulnerab
terrible
is
asking
ration
administ
The
30. The plane is tired and worn
'Nixon says great-and can we fix that other one!'
Congress for $657 million for tack. In all-out war, they
out."
wouldn't taut a day."
"I wasn't suggesting that we
Col. Edward Miller, a retired
said.
Air Force officer, is associate abandon the Bl," Miller
might
we
ng
suggesti
just
"I'm
said
He
director of the center.
d not need it as urgently as the
by the substance immu- it between 2 and 8 a.m. and in an interview he is concerne
forded
its
hits
which
cycle
daily
a
Air Force says we do. Maybe
in
By BILL GARDNER
limited
too
a
the
AX
the
in
it
that
of
lot
less
a
point in the afternoon, noglobulin is greatest from 2 they make
weakest
we
should spend a little slower
hidhave
Associated Press Writer
n between 1 and 8 capabilities and may
a University of Southern Cali- a.m to 8 a.m., the USC School afternoo
and think a little harder,"
it
make
will
that
costs
den
said.
Hughes
pin,"
said.
ers
of Medicine research
LOS ANGE1E-S ( AP) — The fornia research team reports.
"There is a threefold differ- "prohibitively expensive."
protection
The natural
"Which is just when people
body's natural defense against
"So if we buy the AX, we
between early morning
ence
Dr.
colds and flu rises and falls in against respiratory diseases af- don't need it, of course,"
to buy the F15 for the air
have
n."
afternoo
late
and
Everett C. Hughes, head of the
USC researcher said superiority and interdiction" he
The
**,
*****
**ii*
*****
***..
Monday.
*****
said
*****
team,
..***
research
are thus most suscep- said.
Hughes said immunoglobulin, people
Some Texas congressional
colds in the afternoon,
to
Travelers Aid-International
tible
which neutralizes bacteria and
the body's production of poers are pushing to have the
Social Service of America
viruses to protect against colds when
says clients have changed sigobulin is at its lowest. AX scrapped in favor of continand flu and other respiratory immunogl
on of the A7, an at,
producti
ued
epidemic
nificantly during the last 10
an
ever
there's
"If
diseases, is continually carried
Aeroby
LTV
built
plane
years.
tack
go
to
of
day
time
the
away by the mucous flowing that's
They are younger (50 per
and space Corp., in Texas. The
bed
go
to
or
a
bar
in
hide
the
to
mouth
from the nose and
cent under 25 years); likely to
close air
the
contend
he
Texans
people,"
from
away
get
41' stomach.
be angry and demanding; ofsupport mission could be done
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Body's Defenses Against Colds Rises and Falls in Daily Cycle

Traveler's Aid sees
change in clients

State Government Report!

James B. Ross. age 50, died this morning and Bun
Clayton,age 80, died yesterday.
"IKierkegaard's Critics," a paper by Robert L.
Perkins, professor of philosophy at Murray State
College, will be published by the International
Congress of Philosophy.
ces the
Mrs B. W. Miller of Lynn Grove, announ
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ge
marria
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to
daughter, Emily Zane,
Route
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Cunnin
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One.
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MATINEES )
By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
Murray )4c
Mitch Gibbs pitched and batted the
DAILY
over the e**********************************
American Legion baseball team to victory
getting
753-0881
Paducah Legion team there last night. Also
Fields,
Roger
on County Commonwealth Attorney
,
—Jeffers
Faughn
Ky.
LD,
Don
MAYFIE
were
Murray
for
hits
Tidwell, Edwin A. Schroering and Campbell County Commonwealth AtWalter Blackburn, Tony Thomas, Rick
torney Frank Benton said last weekend that a concerted effort by
* CINEMA 1 *
Steve Doran, and Danny Wright.
their offices would be made soon to close down all adult movie

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER I TIKES FILE

The appropriation for Murray State College for the
fiscal year 1953-54 has been reduced by $28,500,
according to a press report out of Frankfort, dated
June 26.
Rev. and Mrs. EarlPhelps and daughter attended
the 123rd General Assembly of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church held in Gadsden, Ala.
'Did you know that the first color television sets
will cost from $800 to $1,000 a set," from the column,
"Seen &Heard Around Murray."
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Searfos are spending their
vacation with relatives and friends in. Mansfield,
Ohio.
An ice cream supper will be held at Hazel High
School tonight.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities:
as we
for we know not what we Should pray for
ought.—Romans 8:26.
The Spirit of God understands the deep unuttered
longing of our hearts.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
-Where is the progress with a capital "P" that
s
society has been hallejuliaing about? Is it progres
of
name
the
is
Shoals
when youth thinks that Muscle
senior
an olden-times wrestler? Is it progress when
pills
with
time
back
hold
to
t
attemp
citizens must
and shuffleboard' Is it progress when the middleaged don't know where their next worry is coming
from?
"Every step forward is made at
the cost of...pain to someone."
—F.W. Nietzsche

Most people in western Kentucky are expressing the view that
though individual freedoms are indeed essential, the pornography
purveyors had gotten out of hand, especially when they began to
emit obscenities— by word, idea and picture—into American
homes by television, threby exposing childre,n and nonconsenting adults.
+ 4Scandals involving political contributions are old and numerous
in Kentucky Few get beyond allegations aired by the news media
that Democrats and Republicans alike routinely squeeze money
for the campaign coffers out of those who do business with the
stql.e. But, as a fallout from Watergate, watch for important news
stories in the near future regarding a kickback scheme said to
invlove the state's highway department and some well known
Kentuckians Federal officials are investigating at least two
complaints.
+ +-1State government does have its humerous side. During the 1970
Kentucky legislative session a car load of eastern Kentuckians
camelo Frankfort to visit their newly elected freshman legislator
The group, sitting in a Frankfort restaurant, discus.sed the sakes
tax, strip mining, Daylight Savings Time and other issues then
before the legislature A pharmacist in the group asked his
legislator about "the controversial generic drug bill." Reportedly
the legislator answered, "Well, frankly, if they prove the state
owes that drug bill I guess I'll vote that we pay it."

"TOM SAWYER"

Starts TOMORROW *
H's The New
.7"THUNDER ROAD"

•1

LOCKIWORK

houses and bookstores in their counties.
The Louisville and Newport state officials' remarks came in the
wake of the U.S.Supreme Court decision setting new guidelines or
local prosecutors and courts in dealing with pornography cases.
The nation's highest court said last Thursday in a 5-4 ruling that
local rather than national standards should apply in deter mining
what is obscene. Four of the five judges supporting the decision
were appointees of President Nixon.
Schroering and Benton believe die ruling will enable them to
crack down effectively on pornography pushers but are delaying
any action for the next month until the decision takes effect.
Because of the court's action and the fear of being raided soon?
most of the X-rated movie houses and adult bookstores in
Louisville and Newport locked their doors last Friday.
Meanwhile, several state officials, including LL Gov. Julian
Carroll in a speech at Louisville, were praising the court's
decision, others were cautiously silent and a few were critical.
The newspaper with the large..t circulation in Kentucky, The
Courier-Journal, editorially criticized the Supreme Court's new
obscenity guidlines stating "obscenity should be up to the individual.". . ."individual freedoms and group rights can exist
side by side, with no harm to either, if we'll let them" and "th4e
are ways to write laws to protect both the individual and the
group, if we'll have the wisom to see that this—and not total
repression of the alien word or idea or picture— is what America
is really all about." The first sentence of that editorial says: "The
Supreme Court's new guidelines on state control of obscenity
became inevitable when President Nixon filled four vacancies on
the court with men who think as he does about law, order and the
Puritan ethic." Journalistic criticism such as that will sure boost
the President's popularity rating in western Kentucky
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URS: Except Sunday 7 a.m. til 9 p.m.

Pillsbury Bundt, Chocolate Macaroon, Lemon Blueberry, Fudge Nut.

Cake Mixes 24°L 79'
''''' 49'
Meal
0
$1
6/
Cokes
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,
89
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Gr. WBe
Ciackers
e
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R
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'
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1
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Coffee
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59'
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eners's
Wi
85
8
D
9
Bologna's
3/89
Napkins
CHICKEN PARTS
$
49
BUNS
Towels
4/$1oo
Tissue
* Frozen Foods *
Coffee Creamer
Cut
2/69'
Potato Salad
/
Fr. Fr.l'AbrestCrainklet
CHEESE
Frosty
2/69'
Salad
49'
Fish SticksFrosty
Shortening
3
/
$1
79'
Shells
e
Pi
6..2/25'
Mustard
5-9*es
rri
Che
e
Pi
39'
Potato Chips
* Produce *
SUGAR
39'
Food Bags Hefty
$I29With
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Pot
d
Re
49'
Dill Slices
'
49
ns
mo
Le
9'
1
Cold Cups
39,
29'
Yellow Onions
Margarine
39,
49'
Foil
Lettuce
box

Limit Rights Reserved

Martha White

Prices Good thru Tuesday, July 3rd.

Self-Rising

plus3211es or deposit

Pike

lb.

1

Rim "t

(Limit 3)

lb.

Flavor Kist

/$100

Asst

Maxwell House
Regular - Drip - Electric Pert 1-lb. bag
With 10' coupon

Maxwell House Instant
10-oz. jar $
with 40'. coupon
10-lb. box

SAVE with 30' coupon $1 99

COnceiltrate

Cut-Up

20-oz. Loaf

Hunt,

2 09

12-oz

Fr""n

12-oz

32 OL

BOTTLE

uz

Detergent

with 15' coupon
Giant Size ..

With Glass

1-lb.

GOLDEN BAKE

Red & White Assorted
180 Size

HAMBURGER & HOT DOG

DelseY White & Assorted

Red & White 49t
. . 11 Oz. Jar

Read's
15 Oz.
can
15 Oz. can
Read's Macaroni or Kidney Bean

30' lb.
19' lb.
10' lb.

Wings
Backs
Necks
Gizzards

89'lb.
Breast
79'lb.
Thighs
Legs
69'lb.
lb.
Livers ......

Jumbo Roll

59'lb.

RED & WHITE
SINGLE SLICE

841L

Seas

120
Z
.8
PKG

Red & White 3 Lb. Can

2 Pack

Acres

French's

1-lb.

GODCHAUX

Twin Bag
Red & White

Sh"we"

35 Pak

10 lb

1018.

Rainbow Hamburger 32 Oz

BAG

Limit 2 Please

PickWick ..12 Ct

9.

$139

Coupon
Below
Only

Doz. in Bag

'1.19

WMI 10 COUPON

34. in Bag

Royal Oak Charcoal

.Parkai . 1 lb. Pkg.. .

linPolds Hear! Duty

Asparagus Pride Of Illinois Cut

it Briquets

25 Ft.

2Oz. Can
/
141

43'

10 Lb. Bag
JOHNSONS
IMULWELL HOUSE

COFFEE
REGULAR DRIP ELECTRIC PERI

9
6'

RIO
ONE LB BAG
Expires 6-3073

Gulf Charcoal

Lighter

32 Oz. Can

79t
39

Head

• —
REC8
WHITE

JOHNSONS
GOOCNA4

RED&
WHITE
•

JOHNSONS
COISCUTILATE

SUGAR
nse

RIO
IOU DAC

$1 19

Expires 6-3-73

ALL

ZILLION

.
$19

Expires 6-1-71
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Major League
Leaders
miss

By The ASSOCIATED
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (125 at bats)—
Blomberg, NY, .401; Wmorton,
Del, 348.
RUNS—Mayberry, KC, 53;
RAlacksOn, Oak, 51.
RUNS BATTED IN—Mayberry, KC, 7ev- R.Jaekson, Oak,
61.'
eitis—Murcer, NY, al:
R Jackson, Oak, 83
DOUBLES—D Allen, Chi, 20;
A Rodriguez, Del. 16.
'TRIPLES—Bumbry, Bal, 7;
Carew, Min, 7
HOME
RUNS—Mayberry,
KC, 18, Fisk, Bsn, 16. D.Allen,
Chi, 16.
STOLEN
BASES—North,
Oak, 21, Alornar, Cal, 13.
PITCHING (6 Decisions)—
Lee, Bsn, 9.2, .818, 1.94; Singer,
Cal, 113, 786, 2.52.
STRIKEOUTS—N.Ryan, Cal,
164, Blyleven, Min, 122.

WEDNESDAY—JUNE 27, 1973

Big Bat For Pyle

Fans 15

Miller And Rahn Pitch
Murray To Pair Of Wins

Joe
Pra

Parts scored once in the third
A two run homer by Paris
shortstop Mike Brawn gave the and then in the fourth inning, an
visitors a 2-0 lead before inside-the-park homer by Doug
Murray had a chance to come to Myers tied the score at 4-4.
Nine consecutive Murray
bat.
The home half of the first betters had been retired before
opened with Hewitt reaching on Hewitt singled with one man out
a walk and then Pyle followed In the bottom of the seventh.
Coach Denny Potts then sent in
with a single.
Mike Cathey, switching from Randy Conner to run the paths
NATIONAL LEAGUE
his usual catching post to play for Hewitt.
BATTING
1125 at bats/—
Following a sacrifice bunt by
shortstop, cleared the paths as
MOta, LA, .352; Unser,, Phi,
343.
he sent two runs in by drilling a Pyle, Mike Cathey drew an
RUNS—Bonds, SF, 71, Wat.
intentional walk.
long triple.
son, Htn, 53.
The Paris strategy failed
RUNS BATTED IN—Bench,
An error and three walks
CM, 55. Stargell, Pgh, 51.
brought in another pair of runs when Greg Howard singled over
HITS—Bonds.
SF,
94,
and Murray had a 4-2 lead after the head of the first baseman to
Fuentes, SF, 92
DOUBLES—Cardenal,
send in Conner with the winning
Chi,
the first inning.
19, Staub. NY, 18.
run.
TRIPLES—Metzger, Htn, 9;
Miller went the distance on
Sanguine°. Pgh, 7,
HOME RUNS—Stargell, Pgh,
the mound and gave up four
22, H Aaron, All, 19, Bonds,
earned runs while walking five
SF, 19
STOLEN
BASES—Morgan,
and striking out three.
Cm, 31. Cedeno, Htn, 27.
Hewitt, Pyle, Cathey, Howard
PITCHING (6 Decisions)—
and Scarborough all had a hit
Parker, NY, 5-1, 833, 3.42;
Brett, Phi, 7.3, 778, 3.14
apiece for Murray.
STRIKEOUTS—Seaver,
NY,
In the nightcap, Murray again
105, Carlton, Phi, 105: Sutton,
LA, 105
struck in the first inning.
Hewitt reached on a walk and
went to third on singles by Pyle
and Cathey.
A walk to Howard forced in a
run and then Scarborough
followed with a two run single to
give Murray a 3-0 lead after an
CHICAGO (API — It will be
Inning of play.
three against the Big One at
Another run scored in the
At'lington Park Saturday, with
second inning when Pyle's
Blue Chip Dan joining the
single scored Hewitt who had
battle against Secretariat in a
reached earlier on a fielder's
1%-mile, $125,000 special race.
choice.
An Arlington Park spokesParis scored a run in each of
the third and fourth innings but
man announced Tuesday that
HANDCUFFS PARIS—Southpaw Mark Miller gained his second pitching win of the season last
the connections of Secretariat,
Murray scored another run in night as he scattered seven hits as the
Murray American Legion edged Paris 5-4. Miller's first win of
the winner of the Triple Crown;
the fifth to lead 5-2 after five the season was a no-hitter at
Benton.
Qur Native and My Gallant,
innings.
IStaff Photos by Mike Brandon
had agreed to allow Blue Chip
The game was put away in
In into the race.
the bottom of the sixth when
Murray scored three times.
Blue Chip Dan, second to
Greg Howard's two run double
Linda's Chief in the Grand Prix
was the killing blow in the inat Arlington Park, is owned by
ning.
Philip Teinowitz, and the
After Rains had fanned the
spokesman noted that Teinowitz
OUT IN A CLOUD OF DUST—Shortstop Mike Cathey take the throw from catcher Greg Howard first two men in the seventh,
Thad offered to run his colt when
to nail this Paris runner at second base. Murray second baseman Rick Scarborough (13) is backing Paris rallied for a pair of runs
tit race was tint proposed.
up the play.
to cut the final margin to four.
Scheduled for Saturday and
Saturday play on the 6,300- July 2, BWington said, adding
lscn
Rains went the distance on Sunday, July 7 and 8, the annual yard, 72-par Calloway course that
entrants may indicate
the mound in gaining his second Men's Inter-Club Medal Play will determine the flights for the foursome
preferences.
win of the season.
Tournament at the Murray- final 18 holes on Sunday, July 8,
Tee-off times will be assigned
Rains allowed three earned Calloway Country Club is ex- according to Bob Billington, a by the
tournament committee
runs while fanning eight men pected to attract the largest
member of the tournament by July 4, and will be published
field in the 16-year history of the committee.
and walking only three.
and posted.
Following Pyle's three hit event.
Open only to club members,
Billington also emphasized
performance was Cathey who
the tournament was won for the that players who will be out of
TENNIS
had a pair of hits. Howard and
WIMBLEDON, England — second consecutive time last town on July 7 and 8, because of
By BRUCE LOWITT .. in the NFLPA unanimously en4
Scarborough also picked up hits
Defending
champion Billie Jean year by Johnny Querterinous, prior commitments may play
Associated Press Sports Writer dorsed a resolution last Sunday
for Murray.
King of Long Beach, Calif., de- for the past three years a two 18-hole rounds prior to July
NEW YORK ( AP) — Nation- rejecting "proposals lacking
Murray will be at Paris for a
feated Lucia Bassi of Italy 6-0, member of the Murray State 7, provided a member of the
* Football League players who due process which would in7:30 p.m. game Friday before 6-2 and
advanced to the third University gold team and a committee is notified in adbye been steaming over re- vade the privacy of gifted athentertaining Union City to a round
of
women's singles play "home-grown" product of the vance of their intention.
that Commissioner Pete letes and further violate indihome game at 7:30 p.m. in the Wimbleton
"This will enable the player
Tennis Cham- club.
ile might force them to vidual rights and freedoms enMonday.
Last year, Quertermous fired to participate in the Men's
pionship.
urine tests as a means of joyed by other citizens."
By BERT ROSENTHAL
record of 1:44.6, and Chuck Laa two-under-par 142 to win the Match Play Tournament later
.4eterring drug abuse may soon
And a number of players, Associated Press Sports Writer Benz, who is entered in the
championship flight of the in the summer," he said, "but
have a new target for their fuming over what they feel is
TORONTO fap) — Herb 800-meter race; Cary Feldman,
tournament for the second time will prevent his eligibility for
-.0rath.
the idea that they might end up Washington, who claims "I am whose 298 feet, 4-inch throw in
with a two-stroke edge over his prizes in the medal play tour-'' Rozelle said Tuesday the being treated like race horses, the fastest man in the world in- the javelin at Bakersfield, Cagolf coach at Murray State, nament."
liague has put off any plans for say they're ready to seek legal doors," continues his program lif., May 19 was the second best
R.T. (Buddy) Hewitt.
All rules of the Murrayto make believers of those who toss in U.S. history; John
Aguch unprecedented testing of counsel to fight urine testing.
Other winners last year were: Calloway club regarding play
Craft,
contend
that
not
he
"its athletes—but he stressed the
is
a
good
national MU triple jump
Bill Emener, first flight with will be in effect, Billington also
The NFL didn't come up with
•ea is far from dead.
156; Chester Thomas, second said, pointing out in addition
the idea. It sprang from a con- outdoor runner when he com- champion, and discus thrower
It is "still under considers- gressional subcommittee prob- petes in the Pacific Conference Mac Wilkens of Oregon.
by DENNE H. FREEMAN .A they want. I'll try to make best flight with
162; and J.D. that lies may be improved in
saociated Press Sports Writer use of my fielders and conserve Rayburn, third flight with 175. the player's
" he said, and may be re- ing the relation, if any, between Games, which begin tonight at
fairway. All other
Etobicoke
Centennial
Stadium.
ARLINGTON, Tex. (AP) — my strength by throwing as few
ected for the 1973 season if sports and drugs. And the subPlayers wishing to par- lies are to be played"down," or
Washington, a former MichOne of the most publicized pitches as possible. If I get two ticipate must sign the
al problems regarding such committee has suggested that,
entry as is.
concept don't crop up and if if the drug problem becomes a igan State star now running for
.
schoolboy stars in baseball his- quick strikes, then I'll try for book in the pro shop and
Serving with Billington on the
post
the
California
International,
holds
jibe league's newest official, a serious one, it may seek its
tory makes his major league No. 3 just like I did in high $3.00 entry fee with the
tournament
club
pro,
committee are
Ynedical consultant, thinks it's own solutions—such as uri- the 50-yard indoor record with
pitching debut tonight, and 18- whoa"
Jimmy Sullivan, not later than John Paulk and Stuart Poston.
a
time
of
5.1
seconds,
shares
liecessary.
David
Clyde
will
at
year-old
Clyde averaged 2.2 strikeouts
nalysis in a variety of pro
the 50-meter indoor mark at 5.6
least get the Texas Rangers his per inning in high school.
S The post hasn't been filled sports.
and beat Olympic 100 and 200
bonus money back even if he
Answer to Yostaraay. Rana
et and isn't expected to be unThe brouhaha over drug meter champion Valery Borzov
doesn't get a single Minnesota
'
tshree
l thisme
summer.., Roselle
of whomsaid
h abuse resurfaced a couple of of Russia
FORT
MITCHELL,
Prison Golfers
Ky. Twin out.
1115.04. I .N.E s.AtP.I 1.1
in the 100 meters at
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DOWN
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weeks ago when a story, saying the U.S.-Soviet Union indoor (AP)—Kevin Proctor, a former
it.
CANON CITY, Colo. (API —
..h4
1 posed lee
Clyde,
who
pitched
nine
no,43enU1ied—are being considered at least four NFL stars are unA.R.T
5.1
1 Cluarie
portrait
meet at Richmond, Va., in Kentucky state schoolboy hitters for Houston's West- When the inmates at the ColoI
L
S
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or the job and that several der surveillance by narcotics
2 Declare
champ, heads into the second
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State
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3 Alternating cur
'medical groups are being con- agents for suspected
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6 Surgical saw
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
There doesn't seem to be that
much irnpressiveness about a
baseball team that has been
playing for almost a month and
has won only five of its 17
games.
But last night at Holland
Stadium, that team was more
than impressive.
It put together the winning
combination of good pitching
and timely hitting to sweep a
doubleheader from a tough
Paris team.
Comings- into the tvrinbill,
Murray was carrying a dismal

3-12 recore and had been
plagued by errors and the
Inability to combine the two
elements of defense and offense.
But in the opening game,
Murray played errorless ball
and backed the seven hit pitching of Mark Miller with
timely hitting to take a 5-4 win.
In the nightcap, Keith Pyle
had a perfect 3-3 for evening
and Charlie Rains scattered
eight hits as Murray took an 8-4
win.
Most of the scoring in the first
contest came in the opening
inning.
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By FRANK BRO
Associated Press S..
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Joe Decker Has
Prayer Answered
By FRANK BROWN
Atisociated Press Sports Writer
The curveball and the fastball are a pitcher's most effective weapons. But then, it never
hurts to look elsewhere for an
extra edge.
Minnesota's Joe Decker look
ed...up.

Eatons Takes
Pair Of Wins
In Men's Play
Eatons picked up an easy
Men's Softball League win over
Murray Moose Lodge Tuesday
night with a score of 16-4.
By the bottom of the second
inning, the score was 12-0.
Eatons never was behind in the
game.
Moose was held by Eatons
defense to only five safe hits
while Eatons scored off of 19
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Thomason belted a home run
for Eatons in the sixth inning.
The second game saw another
easy victory for Benton when
they defeated Wallaces 21-10.
Benton hit safely 21 times while
the Wallace team had 19 hits.
Cothran hit safely four times
after batting five times for
Benton while Arant had four
hits for the losers.
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Colt League No-Hitter
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Mark WWiams got his nohitter last night but it probably
didn't excite him that much.
For six innings, the Colt
League pitcher of the Braves
had a perfect game going and
had not allowed a single
beserunner.
But in the seventh inning,
Williams issued a pair of walks.
And as the old rule in baseball
says, "Those walks will always
haunt you."
Both of those walks proved to
be runs as they scored on an
error and Williams was left with
a no-hit 8-2 win over the Tigers.
Williams picked up 13
strikeouts along the seven inning distance.
Phil Miller had a double and a
single for the Braves while
Jim
Steve
Winchester,
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Kelley's And Acers
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10," when
6-2
6-3,
6-6,
No.
our ownership group of
days.
's
3-6,
two
Poland 6-4,
Virginia Wade, Britain
Leake, for
said John 'Buddy'
his group pre- 1 player, had a scare from 16said
'Rake
"The
group.
the
HOCKEY
spokesman for
nder
to "sit tight and continue year-old Australian lefttui
participants at this time would ferred
BOSTON - Jack Kelley,
the first
in
the
holtz
Fromsk
until
Dianne
e"
packag
our
proto form
prefer to delay making a
to win head coach of the New England
league approves or disapproves set, but righted herself
Whalers, was named full-time
posal as a group"
6-1.
6-2,
ent.
3-6,
se, the Finley-Lynch agreem
l manager of the World
Memphis lost its franchi
genera
Evonne Goolagong of Austral
Efforts to regain an ABA
Charles
Hockey Association club with
the Tams, after owner
d
well
3,
volleye
No.
been
seeded
ia,
have
is
earlier club for Memph
Ryan tak0. Finley sold the team
an- to beat Betty Stove of the Neth- assistant coach Ron
of busi- underway since Finley
coach
head
as
over
ing
this month to a group
erlands 6-3,
I. nounced the sale of the Tams.
hasernen in Providence. R.

Memphis Looking For
New Basketball Team

Thomason,Tony Thurmond and
Dan Foster all added a single
apiece.
The other Colt League game
found the undefeated Pirates
outslugging the Giants 14-10.
Larry Geib worked five innings of relief and fanned five to
gain the mound win. Johnny
Shelly came in the final inning
and relieved for Geib.
David Carman had a double
and a single while Roger McCuiston added a pair of singles
for the Pirates. Randy Dunn
and Gelb each doubled while
Greg Mansfield and Duane
Musgrow each had a single.
Tony Boone can-ied the big
stick for the Giants as he
slammed a double, a single and
a homer that cleared the left
field fence.

WIGGINS FURNITURE

4
3-Dayind of Month Sale 1
An Extra I
••••••••••••••4•••••

.
% 0ff •
1
•
• 1O

•• Sale Price
L

•
C••••••••0+0••••••-•-•
*14••••41••••••••••••••-••••••

of all

Living Ropm Suites
Bedroom Suites
Dining Room Suites
Largest Selection Ever to Choose From
Prices Good 8:00-5:30
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Only
FREE DELIVERY up to 100 miles!
•-•-•••••••••••••••••••
•
*****•••••••
•
•
•••-•40•
•••••

Wiggins Furniture
2% Miles North of Murray

•
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

or

9-9 Mon.-Thum
9-10 Friday-Saturday
1-6 Sundays

Prices Good Thursday-Sunday, June 28-Jul

LADIES
BLOUSES

LADIES

CI

PANTY HOSE

GIANT SERVER

PITCHER

Fahion colors

Polyester & cotton
in all the latest

in sizes A-B

Seal-Tite Lid

styles and Colors.

Reg. 83'

Reg. '1.99

Easy Pop Out!

Reg. 98'

29

BASEBALL GLOVES

MENS

TANK TOPS

One filling prodt

Reg. 394

74;

2fortUr

100%
STRETCH NYLON

5,000 B.T.U.

Easy Grip Handle

2,)300
Asst colors and styles.

ICE CUBE TRAYS

Slide Seal Spout

For Right

Sizes S-M-L

100% Cotton

*Ur Choice!!

& Left

Reg. '2.99

COLEMAN
LANTERN

Handers

Bright fancies,
solids & stripes

2 Mantle

Reg. 2/sr
Reg.
'9.97

$196

CHILD'S

BOXER SHORTS

Gives 100 ft
Circle of Light

Perma-Press

ALUMINUM BATS

Banded Front

BEACH TOWELS.

Sizes 3-6X

Worth official softball and baseball bats.

32"x60" towels with

Reg. 99'

Reg. '15.47

first quality printing.

58;

Reg.
1.97

$11 244

Uni-Body

Reg. to
'7.97

$138

$64
TENNIS SETS _

TWO MAN

Set contains racket,

1 GALLON

INFLATABLE
1 Pair of

balls and headcover.

PICNIC JUG
100% Polyethylene

Kodak
Color Film

Reg. '10.92

or lnstamatic Cameras
12 Exposures

Reg.
2.67

$483

Reg. '1.17

92'
VINYL
HASSOCKS
Assorted Colors

TV
TRAYS 1\
Asst designs
and colors.

Several different designs
Reg. $597

Reg.

$2988

34.88
A

$592

99'

10- EED BIKE
Racin Handlebars
Light eight Frame

Reg.'88.00

72c

$488

7tilt

e`
Twin hitting Controls \:9Pf9
Front nd Rear Brakes

Heavy Duty

Reg.

24.99

PLANTS

Solid and
Floral Designs

Reg.

BO S DELUXE 27"

TOTEM

SWIVEL
k
ROCKERS

$ 94

1 Pump

,
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yOUr

Sale.

I-Jul

BMIKAMBICARD
weicome

SLEEPING BAG
Solid our cover with printed flannel lining. Size 34"x78".

COLEMAN
CATHALIC
HEATER

LAWN
CHAIRS

Reg. '13.94

Assorted Colors

$994

5,000 B.T.U.

Reg. '3.47

One filling produces 18-20 Hours of Heat

$299

Reg. '29.97

$22"

AIR
MATTRESS

Yo

72"x27"

82;

Reg. '1.00

COLEMAN
FUEL

LIFE •-VEST
COLEMAN
3-WAY

1 Gallon Size

Approved

For stoves, lanterns & heaters.

CONVERTIBLE
COOLER

$1 27
INFLATABLE BOAT
1 Pair of Oars
1 Pump

Reg.

$1796

24.99

Wood Grain Top

Reg. '34.88

$279

38 Quart

CHARCOAL

Air

$896

IN*

Charcoal
lohter

CHARCOAL
LIGHTER
32 Fluid Ounces
Quick,

37;

613;
MOTORIZED HOODED

ATLANTIC

BOV S DELUXE 27"

EED BIKEIT

s

Racing Handlebars

96
2
$

10 1.1). Bag

Reg. '10.96

Convenient

0•

Reg. '3.47

68-Qt Capacity

COLEMAN.
POLY-LITE
COOLER

TWO MAN

U.S. Coast Guard

CHARCOAL
GRILL

GOLF BAG
Lightweight
Durable

LightY eight Frame
Weatherproof

Durable
Easy Cleaning

Twin !hitting Controls
Makes Cooking Fun
Front e.nd Rear Brakes

Reg. '24.96
Reg.'88.00

$68"

$ 344

Reg. '12.99

$10"

PAGE FIGHT

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club Plans Meet
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet tonight
Wednesday) at seven o'clock
In Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
All bridge players are cordially invited to attend. Persons
who have never played
duplicate bridge before can
learn the mechanics of the
game in a few minutes prior to
the game, a spokesman said.
Players without a partner are
welcome to kibbitz or a partner
will be found for the evening.
For further information, call
Wallace Swan 753-8838, Chuck
Rang 753-4045. or Sophie
Sagrera, 753-9321
Last week's winners were
first place—Dr. and Mrs. Max
Carman, and second place—
Gloria Cunningham and Sam
Posey.

Miss Rosemary Scott, brideelect of David Ryan Graham,
was honored on Monday, June
id, at a brunch in the home of
Mrs Maurice Humphrey on the
Hazel Highway.
Co-hostessing the occasion
with Mrs. Humphrey were Mrs.
FL B. Bailey, Jr., Mrs. Tom
Rowlett and Miss Lela Cain.
The dining table, covered
with a white hand-embroidered
cloth had for its central apbeautiful
a
pointment
arrangement of van -colored
roses, daisies and other spring
Bowers in a silver bowl. A
delicious party plate was served
by the hostesses.
The guest list included Mrs.
John Ed Scott and Mrs. G. B.
Scott, Sr., mother and grandmoter of the honoree, and Mrs.
Rayn Graham. mother of the
groom-to-be.
The honoree, mothers and
grandmother were presented
identical corsages of purple
garden flowers by the
hostesses.
Miss Scott was given a
selection of serving peices of
her chosen stainless pattern.

s

•

•
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Can father's name be
hidden from the law?
By Abigail Van Buren
C

irrs low

0110Aft Trikume.N

V

run SrmL, lac

DEAR ABBY: I desperately need advice. I can't consult a lawyer because I can't afford it. I am a 38-year-old
expectant mother. The baby's father is married and has no
intentions of divorcing his wife or acting as father to my
child.
I have never been married. I know that what I have
done was wrong, but I was so emotionally involved ytith
_
this man that I wasn't thinking straight.
. „ My baby is due ie three weeks I plari to keep it. but I
don't know what to do about the birth certificate. The
baby's father is urging me to leave his name off. He says
he will be ruined if I use his name He has suggested that I
make up a name.
Please tell me what to do, Abby. If I make up a name
I'm afraid the baby's father will be relieved of all responsibility for the support of his child, and that is not fair
because he is well able to help me He hasn't paid for
even a diaper pin so far.]
I am so alone and troubled Please help me.
NAME WITHHELD

%

DEAR NAME: Get in touch with your local Legal Aid
Society. They will guide you. Make no decisions until you
speak with them.

Mr. and Mrs. Terry Curtis

Miss Beverly Hayes was the
bride's only attendant. She wore
a floor length pink dotted swiss
dress designed like that of the
bride except it had short full
sleeves. Her headpiece was a
self material bow with a short
viel and her hand bouquet was
of carnations.
Steve Goodmen served as
best man for Mr. Curtis. The
ushers were Daniel Baugh and
Jesse Redden, brother of the
bride.
The bride's mother chose to
wear a pink double knit dress
with pink accessories and her
corsage was a pink orchid.
Mrs. Curtis, mother of the
groom, wore a blue double knit
dress with blue accessories. A
PUCKETT GIRL
blue orchid was her corsage.
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn E.
Bride's Dress
The register at the church
Puckett are the parents of a
The bride, given in marriage was kept by Miss Vicki Warren.
baby girl, Tonya Michelle, by her father, was lovely in her
Reception
weighing eight pounds 11,a floor length wedding gown of
Following the ceremony the
ounces, born on Saturday, June white eyelet designed with a reception was held at the lovely
9, at the Community Hospital, round neckline, long angel type home of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton E.
, Mayfield.
sleeves, and princess skirt. Her Jones.
: They have another daughter, waist length veil was attached
The bride's table was overlaid
: Sharon Kay, age nine. The to a Juliet style cap
with a white cloth and centered
She carried a bouquet of white with an arrangement of pink
; father is minister of the Coldwater, Mt. Carmel, and Mt. carnations centered with a flowers and pink candles. Pink
Hebron United Methodist white orchid. Her only jewelry punch, mints, nuts, and the
was a diamond pendant, three tiered wedding cake were
Churches.
Grandparents are Mrs. Torn belonging to her aunt, Mrs. Jay served.
After the reception the couple
$ Puckett and Mrs. Mable Warren.
left for their honeymoon and are
::Hargett, both of Mayfield.
at home at their trailer at Shady
VISITOR HERE
Murdock, Oaks.
Cindy
Miss
ELZIE GIRL
The new Mrs. Curtis is a
' Mr and Mrs. Leonard T. daughter of Dr. and Mrs. John
Ehie of Alm° Route One an- T. Murdock of Brasilia, Brazil, graduate of Calloway County
nounce the birth of a baby girl, and Madison, Wisconsin, is High School. Mr. Curtis is atMurray }itate
nine spending the summer with her tending
•
• Allison Skye, weighing
! pounds four ounces, born on grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. University.
Rehearsallethiner
• Saturday, June 16, at 6:40 p.m. Phillip Murdock and Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Curtis,
; at the Murray-Calloway County Workman. She accompanied
her cousin, Miss Patsy paren -of the groom, en; Hospital.
The new father is an assistant Burkeen, along with her tetjmfIed with a rehearsal
at
Trenholm's
professor in the department of parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. dinner
economics at Murray State Burkeen, and two other nieces, Restaurant on Friday evening,
Misses Renee and Tina June 1.
p University
Gifts were presented to the
Grandparents are Mr and Thompson, on their week's
of vacation last week at Ken Oak attendants by the bridal couple.
Mrs. E.L. Elzie, Jr.,
Tallashasaee, Fla., and Mr. and Rod-N-Reel Motel and Cottages
; Mrs. Jess A. Pahdoco of Altaic at Aurora. Her parents and two
Always iron the small areas
others, Ricky and Larry, will of a garment first, leaving largOklahoma. Great grandparen
$ are Mrs. Maude Daniels of be returning to the United er sections for last to prevent
; Shepherchville, Ky., and T.J. States in August after living in
their creasing
Brasilia since January 1972.
; Cation of Tallahassee, Fla.
i
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Bondurant-Stubblefield Engagement

Miss Anita Redden Is Married To
Terry Curtis In Church Ceremony

Humphrey Home Is
Scene Of Brunch
For Miss Scott

17RTHS
3
ri-

WEDNESDAY—JUNE 27, 1973

KENTUCKY
Till-. LEDGER di TIMES — sit "(RAY,

Miss Anita Redden, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jay W. Redden
of Murray Route Four, was
married to Terry Curtis, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Curtis of
Route Two, Lewisburg, on
Saturday, June 2., at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
Rev. Ralph Redden of Richmond, uncle of the bride, officiated at the double ring
ceremony read at seven o'clock
in the evening before the altar
centered with the wrought iron
arch holding burning white
by
flanked
tapers
arrangements of white flowers.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Otto
Erwin, organist, arid Mrs. L. D.
Cook, Jr., soloist.

DEAR ABBY: What is my responsibility in the following situations? Mind my own business? Or stick my nose in
and look for a punch?
Example: Tots (2 years to 61 are climbing on top of a
convertible sports car and sliding down the back. Owner of
car working, mother busy inside, the kids having the time
of their lives.
Example: Three new homes being built and a sign
posted, "Parents! Keep your children away from construction site," but the 2- to 6-year-olds are exploring the halffinished floors and calling to each other from the empty
window frames.
Fun is fun, but danger is danger. I have youngsters,
but I know where mine are all the time. Do I say something to the children or walk away? I've done both. The
MRS. N.C.B.
mothers shrug and the kids return
DEAR MRS. B.: You can't be a full-time self-appointed
policewoman, but you can continue to warn the childrea
when they endanger themselves and urge their mothers to
be more watchful. Structures in various stages of construction are considered "attractive nuisances" and every effort
should be made Ihy the builderl to keep children out. Signs
do not necessarily relieve the builder of responsibility.
DEAR ABBY: Last night my wife threw a tantrum
because I wouldn't take her on a business trip with me. She
smashed cups' and plates against the wall, so I took her
across my knee and gave her a good. sound spanking.
Now she claims I "beat" her, and she's suing me for
divorce Abby, she acted like a child so I treated her like
one. Was I wrong?
How do you feel about husbands spanking their wives
HURT AND ANGRY
when they have it coining'
DEAR HURT: I disapprove of physical punishment ht
any form. A "gas& sottad speaking" serves only one good
Purpose It gives the spanker an opportunity to vent his
anger. But i recommended a punching bag—not another
person.

Miss Deborah Louise Bondurant
Mr and Mrs. Edward Justine Bondurant of Birmingham,
Alabama announce the engagrnent of their daughter, Deborah
Louise, to Terry Wayne Stubblefield, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing
Stubblefield of Hazel.
Miss Bondurant's grandparents are Mr and Mrs. Armond
Bradford Jenkins of Memphis, Tenn., and the late Joseph Arthur
Bondurant and Mrs. Alta Bondurant also of Memphis. Mr
Stubblefield is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Crawford McClure of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Collie Stubblefield of Hazel.
461.
The bride-elect is a 1971 graduate of Mountain Brook i
School and graduated magna cum laude from Freed Harde.nan
College, Henderson, Tenn., in 1973. She was a member of Phi
Theta Kappa, the Student Council, the A. Cappella Singers and
was elected to the Who's Who in American Junior Colleges and
nominated the Outstanding Home Economics Graduate. '
Mr. Stubblefield graduated form Calloway County High Schaal
in 1970, and magna ruin laude from Freed Hardeman College ia
1972 and will graduate cum laude from Murray State University
in August. He will attend the University of Alabama Dental School
in Birmingham in September.
The wedding will take place at Homewood Church of Christ in
Birmingham, Alabama, on Saturday, August 4, at half past seven
in the evening. The reception will be at the Rodeway Inn, Birmingham. Alabama.

Rev. & Mrs. Brockhoff grMrs.
Sprunger Attending Convention

Bride-elects
Are Honored
At Shower
Miss Debby Bondurant,
August 4 bride-elect of Terry
Stubblefield, and Miss Linda
Stubblefield, August 18 brideelect of Mark Pugh, were
complimented with a double
shower on June 23 at the
Puryear Church of Christ.
Hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. Charles
Wilson, Mrs. Lowell Brisendine,
Mrs. Max Dale, Mrs. Jerry
Shobe, and Mrs. Johnny Hart.
Miss Bondurant sit at a table
decorated with pink and white
streamers while Miss Stubblefield sit opposite her at a
table decorated with blue and
green streamers.
Games were played and then
Miss Bondurant and Miss
Stubblefield alternately opened
their many lovely gifts.
Refreshments of cookies,
mints, and punch were served.
Thirty-eight persons were
present or sent gifts.

Miss Lusanne Lilly
Honored At Coffee
At Matarazzo Home
The lovely home of Mrs. S.M.
Matarazzo was the scene of the
prenuptial coffee held in honor
of Miss Lusanne Craddock
Ully, July 7th bride-elect of Dr.
Thomas Aaron McKenzie, III,
on Tuesday, June 19.
Mrs. Franklin Fitch, Mrs.
Muarice Humphrey, Mrs.
Donald E. Jones, Mrs. John Ed
Scott, and Mrs. Matarazzo were
the gracious hostesses for the
special occasion.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a black top with
geometric print hostess pants.
Her mother, Mrs. George
Truett Lilly, wore a pale pink

wainimasave two piecems.
iludr hominess' gin isrespas
we of
The besntthally appointed
coffee table was covered with a
green embroidered linen cloth
an
with
and
centered
arrangement of calendulas,
read and yellow gaillardia, and
daisies.
Refreshments of open faced
sandwiches, assorted sweets,
Iced coffee, and hot coffee were
served. Miss Nancy Fitch
presided at the coffee service.
Miss Lilly was presented with
a serving piece of her chosen
pattern of silver by the
hostesses.
Approximately forty-five
guests signed the register
during the hours of nine-thirty
to eleven-thirty o'clock in the
morning.

Ways in which Christian America. Dr. Preus recently
women can share their returned from a world-wide
togetherness in Christ with the tour of LC-MS overseas churlonely around them and ches.
Featured on the program will
throughout the world are being
explored at the "Lutheran be a panel discussion on
Women's Missionary League at Ministry to Indians of North
its 15th biennial international America. Panelists will be
convention in Mobile, Alabama Eugene Crawford, executive
director of the National Indian
June 25-n.
The LWML, an auxiliary Lutheran Board; Mrs Rodney
organization of the Lutheran Maffin, a volunteer concerned
of
Synod, has with the pligh of American
psychiatrist
a
to
Church—Missouri
going
DEAR ABBY: 1-1s1
been
ve
'
late, with mode,rafe success, and then one day my mother
5,995 local societies with almost Indians; and Rev. Lester
made an appointment with him [for what reason I do not
200,000 members in the United Stahlke, a pastor-pilot who
conducts his ministry by plane
knowl and went to see him, too.
States and Canada.
Representing the Middle In the Canadian North Country.
Since then I have been totally unable to relate to him.
Komorowski,
Miss Jill
Also featured will be an in- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ArDoesn't this seem to you like a divorce lawyer trying to
Tennessee — Western Kentucky
represent both sides in a divorce?
area will be Mrs. E.C. Tiesler, spirational address by Rev. thur Komorosvski of Calvert
WONDERING IN MILWAUKEE
a City, and Gdry Melton,
Thiemann,
102'Craighead Ave., Nashville, Eugene
son of
President of the LWML missionary recently returned Mrs. Yvonne Melton, 1502
Tenn.,
your
DEAR WONDERING: Quit wondering and ask
Middle Tennessee Zone, and from the Philippines.
Henry Street, Murray, and the
psychiatrist
The league raises over half a late Warren Melton, will be
Mrs. R.A. Brockhoff, 1310 KirkKentucky,
for
Murray,
million
dollars
every
year
wood Dr.,
Probkme You'll feel better if you get It off year chest.
married in a wedding planned
1st Vice-President of the Mid- special grants in addition to for the month of August.
For a personal reply write to ABBY: Boa No. Mee. L. A..
local service projects unSouth District.
Grandparents of the brideCalif. sem. &whew stalaptal, self-addressed eavelhaye.
Rev. R.A. Brockhoff, Im- dertaken. Interational elect are Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
*age.
manuel Lutheran Church, projkts just completed include Komorowski of Vineland, New
Murray, will be attending as scholarships for New Guineans, ,Psrsey, and Mr. and Mrs. John
Pastoral Counselor to the Mid- grants for church construction Mazurek of Amsterdam, New
South District LWML.Mrs. Arlo In Brazil, Hong Kong, Korea, York.
Sprunger, 224 S. 15th Street, Honolulu and Chicago, funds for
The groom-elect's grandMurray, Kentucky, Treasurer captioning films for the deaf, parents are Mrs
Louise
Tuesday,Juae 26
be
Zone,
closed
for TV evangelism for children,
of the Middle Tennessee
A Luau Dance [
Ellie
Murray,
of
Paschall
Murray TOPS Club will meet
.
;„(
and for puchase of airplanes for
will attend as a guest.
held at the M le` p 0.‘
Pascheil of Hazel Route One,
at the Health Center at seven
uddy
will
assembly
Mr.
Canadian
entire
The
with
missionaries.
Club
and the late Mr and Mrs. Ulus
p.m.
airmen. consider the question, "What
Buckingham
Delegates are voting on Melton of Murray. His great
are Messrs would God have me do?" as it projects for the coming two9 • -IL In 46 II
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday,June 27
ernon Shown, divides into "Action Groups." year period, bylaws changes
14
T.W. Nesbitt of Hazel, and
Hazel Community Senior
Boone,
will
Jimmy
presentations
tt,
Multi-media
and proposed programs, and Mrsiva Paschall and the late
Citizens will have a fondue
, George Oakley, alert participants to problems elect new officers. More than
, .
Quitman Paschall of Hazel
luncheon at the Hazel United RI
in
facing 2000 leaguers are expected to
Jim ank, Phil Tibbs, and Bill encountered
Route One.
Methodist Church at eleven Thurman.
with
death
retirement, coping
attend under the ccinvention
Miss Komorowski, a 1969
a.m.
and grief, working with the theme, "Together in Christ."
of St. Mary's High
graduate
Thursday,.tune 28
The Oaks Country Club will underprivileged and prisoners,
School, Paducah, received her
The Magazine dub will meet have its breakfast at the club at and in human relationships.
Bachelor's degree from Murray
at the Murray Woman's Club 7:30 a.m. with Della Boggess, New concepts of evangelism,
PICNIC'S NAME
State
University, this year with
House at two p.m. with Mrs. Emma Lou Story, Darlene Bible study and prayer will be
The pii•nw which gets its a
major in political science and
as
Mohon
Jack Kennedy as hostess
Joyce
rPnch
F
the
Iron
name
and
explored.
Ford,
a minor in sociology.
Eleven authorities from all Pequenique to "pick up a
hostesses.
—
Mr. Melton, a 1970 graduate
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
parts of the country, will be trifle- ) ranges from 'he
Arch Masons will meet at the
elaborate movable feast;t out- of Murray High School, is a
into
lead
the
action
brought
Sunday,July 1
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m
perhaps under a junior at Murray State
group discussions, and con- doors
The Barnett Reunion will be vention goers will be asked to marquee. to a simple meal University majoring in radio
'••
held at Shelter No. 1, Murray keep the "action" going in their picked up at the local and television communications
Friday, June 29
Members of the Golden Age
City Park, at noon. All friends home church groups, Rev. delicatessen Rut most en- and a minor in political science.
joy able and memorable are the He is also employed at the
Club will meet at the First and relatives are invited to Brockhoff said.
favorite park. or University Library.
attend.
United Methodist Church at ten
The convention opened with a ones at your
a.m. to go by private
on the patio or
the
meals
Plans for the August wedding
7:30
cars to
p.m. comrnunion.service in
driveway, with little work and will be announced later.
Kerdake State Park for a picnic.
the
Mobile
Municipal lots of fun.
SMITH VISITORS
Each member is asked to bring
Bertram Goers Auditorium with the speaker
SCOTT GUESTS
Mrs.
and
Just as you would choose a
Mr.
a picnic lunch
Mike. Cindy, and being Rev. Charles Mueller, wine to complement the meal.
Guests of Mrs. G.B. Scott this
and children,
Princeton, ru., and president of the Southeastern vary the kind of bread in the week were Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Cecilia, of
Saturday, June 30
James Smith and District IC-MS.
picnic basket
While the Owen of Tampa, Fla., and Mr.
The Singing Clark's Family Mr. and Mrs.
Addressing the convention ubiquitous loaf of enriched and Mrs. Donald Sanford of
and Lynn, of
Bob
will be featured at the night sons,
been are Dr. J.A.O. Preus, president white bread is always good, Columbia, Tenn.
While here
NEW OFFICERS of the Xi Alpha Delta ('hapter of Beta Sigma Phi are, left to right, Dawn Ford, gospel singing at the
Franklin, Tenn, have
Mr. and of the Lutheran Church— next time try French or Italian they visited the birthplace of
president, Barbara Williams. vice-president, Rosemary Kloss, recording secretary, Debbie Lyons, Harris open Air Goespel Frank
of their parents,
guests
Sharpe
Singing
Missouri Synod, second largest bread or one of the moist dark their father, Homer Owen at
Robert L. Smith,
extension officer, and Jeannie Morgan, corresponding secretary. Marilyn Paulk, treasurer, was not Drive-In, located six
miles east Mrs
Lutheran body In North ryes or pumpernickels.
New Concord.
present for the picture. The new slate of officers will preside over the first meeting in August.
Street, Murray.
of Hardin on Highway 80
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Jill Komorowski &
Gary Melton Plan
August Wedding
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ASIA MEMO

Japanese
get 'ugly'
image
By EDWARD NE1LAN
Copley News Service
JAKARTA — Japan has
surpassed the United States in
vet another area. Throughout
Southeast Asia, the -Ugly
Japanese" has replaced the
"Ugly American" as an object of scorn.
Nowhere in the region is
that label heard more often
than in Indonesia.
"It is sort of a love-hate relationship," a well-known Indonesian.editor told me. "We
love their money but we hate
the arrogant way they want to
spend it."
Indonesia has more of what
Japan wants than any other
nation in Southeast Asia.
Nickel, copper, timber and oil
head the list of resources that
Japan is extracting from this
country.
To acquire these commodities at bargain-basement
prices, Japan has used the
lure of long-term, low-interest
loans.
During this fikal year, Japan is outspending the United
States in terms of aid loans —
$183 million to $138 million. As
everyone knows, it takes
some doing to top Uncle Sam
when it comes to giving money away.
Tough Japanese businessmen have been operating in
such a way that would insure
Indonesia remaining an industrial backwater. Timber,
for example, is being cut here
and shipped to Japan for processing. The Japanese have
been reluctant to build plants
here that might increase the
industrial base of Indonesia,
which could eventually become at least a modest competitor of Japan itself.
Indonesian journalists, at
great risk to their own safety,
have exposed numerous instances where Japanese money flowed to generals who
were running key government
corporations. The payola was
in return for favors that
gained advantages for the
Japanese.
This kind of:corruption h"
been systematically attacked
by President Suharto who has
seen some of his close associates fall because of acceptance of tainted money.
Corruption is still a serious
problem here but it is by no
means a Japanese monopoly.
The Japanese Embassy
here, as well as the Foreign
Ministry in Tokyo, realizes.
the iruage problem of Japanese businessmen.
''But really, what can you
do?" said a Japanese Embassy press attache. "It is a
fact that our businessmen and
project foremen operate differently than Indonesian
managers and workers. There
are bound to be frictions."
One American trader here
says he admires the Japanese
commercial aggiessiveness
but believes they have no intention of changing their
ways.
"They have always operated on two levels," the businessman said.
"On one level they say, 'So
sorry, you do not understand
us.' On the other level, they
are aggressively going after
the deal no matter who gets
hurt."
The businessman, who hails
from Cincinnati, made his
comment more out of respect
than criticism. But some Japanese claim their new "Ugly
Japanese" label is the result
of a "whisper campaign" by
American businessmen or
even the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency.
Such comments on both
sides of the question illustrate
the emotional reactions that
tare spin-offs of Japan's eco"nomic thrust into the region.
How to handle the Japanese
has become topic No. I in Indonesia's ruling circles.
"Yes, we are concerned the
way things are going," investment chief Mohammad Sadli
said."But what is the alternative' We simply have no real
bargaining power. The whole
world is the playground of
Japanese businessmen today.
And here we are in their backyard."
Indonesia's top economic
planner Emil Salim said,
"The Japanese have no philosophical basis for the whole
notion of aid as you Americans do. Their attitude hurts
us at times, since they are a
fellow Asian country and we
expect them to actwith some
feeling for our problems."

jpgor CoolerSlimmerMewls ais

1169117

Your Choice

Pepperidge Farm 3 Layer
Coconut Chocolate, Devil Food
So our employees may\ * Vanilla,
spend the Holiday with

* Cakes
Pie Shetis2

their families.

:Pet Ritz

3

* Garden Delight
*
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*
*
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*

in Pkg'
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Dad's
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BEER
;i
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*

U.S. No. 1 Red - Alabama
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coupon below)
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j

753-1916•
•
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SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENE

Call

•

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

ntique Auction

TWO BEDROOM trailer for rent,
TWO BEDROOM brick home,
BEDROOM- frame house 244 miles west of Almo Heights on
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and carpet, drapes, built-in oven and TWO
for
Wired
throughout.
carpeted
JUNE 30
484. Phone 753-3539 all electric
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
SATURDAY
range. Attached garage and city electric stove, washer and dryer.
Rain or Shine
d.
J28C
and
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753air-conditione
10:00a.m.
1TC water. Nice country home with No pets or children. Phone 7639131
1401 Popular St., Benton, Ky.
Jr,
garden for couple only. Located 9 1836.
and
FURNISHED HOUSE
at
Highon
Murray
of
north
miles
Near university.
ANTIQUES
apartments.
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
HOUSE
WHITE
way 841. 8135.00 a month. Phone
EXPERIENCE *
Lake, air conditioned, on water
YEARS
23
*
Mr and Mrs. Aron Colson have changed location and to
suite of offices, Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
ROOM
THREE
JullOC
436-5479.
front lot Phone 436-2427 after
acquaint friends and customers with their new place
heat and air, carpeted. Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. July
J26C FURNISHED APARTMENTS, central
1:00p ni
WHITE HOUSE ANTIQUES
Immediate possession. Prime 24C
Street
Chestnut
Center
Dixieland
bathroom
kitchen,
room,
this outstanding auction. Including
living
having
e
ARE
They
bedroom,
Realty
Roberts
location. Phone
Y. LAKE two
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
bath. One or two
walnut pieces: gooseneck rocker, hall tree, pier mirror,
J30C
front home for rent by week and shower and
753-5191
753-1651.
Phone
Zimmerman Apartplantation desk, platform rocker, pump organ. Jackson
during July and August. Free bedrooms.
cabinet, dry
HOUSE AND three rental units,
753Street,
16th
South
n.ents,
press, bed, dresser with marble top, corner
Call
anchor or boat slip available,
26C MODERN BEAUTIFUL Valarah $190.00 monthly. Ideal location PAINTING-INTERIOR, exround oak
60"
July
pieces.
walnut
other
table,
library
6609.
sink,
Jr
436-6459 after 7:30 p.m.
Lea Apts., unfurnished, 2 for city schools and M.S.U.
chairs, I rocker (all claw foot), buffet,
finishing.
matching
6
rock
table,
sheet
and
terior,
YOUNG,
RUBE
business. A good two
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, bedroom, bath, utility, living Zoned
blanket chest, cherry couch with rope post, chip-n-dale
work guaranteed. For free
,, bedroom house on 1,4 acre lot near All
Man
Shine
Shoe
:
are
Atkins
round top trunk, french edache, love seat.
furnished, private entrance, air room, kitchen. Air-conditioned
Secretary,
Sammie
phone
121 Bypass at 915 Coldwater estimates
conditioned, refrigerator. refrigerator, range, garbage
game table, curved glass china cabinet, beautiful canDecorating 437&
Painting
Road.
July 20C
Zimmerman Apartments, South disposal. Carpeted. Phone
nonball brass bed, wall phone, spinning wheel, Tiffany
4534
J28C Two large apartments or small
July 26C 3865.
lamp, cut glass lamp, blue pottery, such as butter
type
16th. Phone 753-6609.
business lots at Whitriell, Glendish, blue and brown cow Pitcher, honey dish, bee and
trucking,
WORK;
BULLDOZER
Streets.
dale and Dudley
209 Walnut
hive design. Variety of glassware and small pieces.
bank gravel, fill dirt and
LEGAL NO110E
LEGAL NOTICE
Residence and three rental units. also
Pictures and frames, clocks, Indian relics, Walnut and
MOBILE HOME 12'x60', com- $190.00 monthly at 400 and 402 topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
Phone 753-9067
other nice furniture added since advertsing. No junk
TFC
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
pletely furnished, carpeted, air South 16th, on lot 145' x 195'.
I.W. Shoemaker in charge of sale
Open 8:30 to 5:00
conditioned, washer and dryer. Two choice residential lots in
We have never offered such nice pieces before. Eats and
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
Shady lot. Located on Highway Bagwell Subdivision.
Drinks available. Not responsible for accident or items
NO, three miles east of Murray., For information or appointment steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
$1 25 - Men's
after purchase We invite all lovers of furniture especially
The Murray Board of Education will receive bids
J27P
TFC
489-2504.
Mister
Phone 753-5038.
C.O.
call
to see these properties
walnut to be with us. For information phone Benton 5279.043 -Boy's
Paving
Bondurant Realty at 753-9964 or
or Murray 753-3375.
1661
The Murray Board of Education .4 ill receive bids on
and
Pest
1TC KELLY'S TERMITE
753-3460.
Bring Your Shoes By
Mr. and Mrs. Colson will be opened for inspection
paving certain areas on school campuses until 12:00 Noon,
100
753-3914
phone
South
Control,
size
BUILDING SPACE for rent
The Bag!
Friday June 29th from 12 noon till 10:00 PM.
July 5, 1973. Specification and bid forms will be available
33' x 68' Three different floors, 'BY OWNER,two bedroom house, 13th Street, "Every day you
50'
pr.-Boots
25'
at the Board Office Building located at Poplar at Ninth
full apartment upstairs. Floors living room, dining room, kit- delay lets bugs have their
Streets, Murray, Kentucky, until Thursday, July 5th at
TFC
can be rented separately. Phone chen, basement, garage, air way"
AUCTION SALE 641 Paris, Tenn.
AUTOS FOR SALk.,
12:N Noon.
753-9685. Basement can be used conditioned. Clean inside and out.
EXPERIENCED WORK in
Another load from St. Louis, oak
fervice
J29P JOHN'S REPAIR
J29C 'Phone 753-3779.
as a car clean-up shop.
landscaping, planting, pruning, 1968 LOCAL one owner Mustang, chest, wicker chair, round dining
Plumbing-electrical-roping and
eying and the making of 289, 4-speed. Price $1095, call 753- table, square old glass china
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days-or ower beds. Phone 753-8051 J29C 6142.
J28C cabinet, side boards. Also chif511/1/AMIN6,
MR.SAU,EXCU
TFC
1114AP4K 40,MR,
753-7625 nights,
ferobe, odd tables, chairs, beds,
AiE,Cur DO 4tu PEFINITELY !!
51.AART
Age
40u 5Uge
1988 DATSUN Sports convertible, lots of old dishes, glass, odds and
-44/ bintellitial-•
114iNK I:5ROULD NATUfZE141KE5
f. R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality HORNBUCKLE'S BARBER new top, tires with wire hub cape. ends of all kinds. Open Thursday
ARE 6KEAT,6UT
.946N UP FOR
work guaranteed. Business and Shop, Tuesday through Satdrday, Five speed, real sharp. Call 753- night. Shorty McBride 247 and
NArtsgE HIKE Ot LEARRIN6
8:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m., after 5:00 8760 or see at Deli Gulf at Five
15 A MOST!
FOR 5tdIAVAING
1TC
residential. Free estimates.
James E. Travis 278.
by appointment. Phone 753- Points.
Jul2C
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- p.m.
TFC 9067. Price $1.25; boys, $1.00. 209
7201.
THIS AUCTION Sale, Henry
J3ONC
Walnut Street,
1966 CHEVELLE Super Sports Auction House every Saturday
289, automatic transmission. 753- night next door to poet office..
CLAYTON & JARVIS Painting
- VP
WILL DO trash and brush 8953.
J28C This week a load from Belview,
Contractors. Homes, churches,
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
Two heart-back ice cream
BLONDIE
commercial. Free estimate inTFC
I WAS NOPIANS
I-IAVE YOU ANN IDEA
chairs, solid oak kitchen cabinet,
cludes starting and completion 753-6130.
HOPING
VAS
I-T
good
440,
DODGE
1964
I WAS NOPING
WOULDN'T
YOU
Now p.A00-1 TWAT
desk,
WE COULD GET
WE COULD SET
dates,and complete description
MENT1074mechanical condition. Cheap. old sewing machine, oak
WOULD
NEW DRAPES
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
NEW FURNITURE
chairs
churns,
table,
center
oak
will
You
ThAT
used.
be
to
materials
,aof
JRIC
5.
Phone 7534872from 8 until
AND NEW
AND NEW
of all kinds, Oak hi-boy, picture
like our quality and prices. Stop Electric. Complete pump repair
RUGS
LAMPS
old-.
Let
us
your
check
service.
frames, book case, trunk, fern
watin' call Clayton at 437-4790 or
6
Falcon
1964
FORD
Future,
for you before you buy a
stand, high chair, library table.
July 10P
tl 437-4712.
cylinder straight shift. Excellent
Chicken Brooder, quilt chest,
one. 24 hour emergency
condition. Original owner. Phone
glass and lots more items. James
ce. Phone 753-5543. July 14C
J28P
3-5.
436-2243.
age
children
WILL KEEP
336 and James
W. McBride
Five days a week 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
1TC
500.
E.
Cooper
ExWASHING.
Jul2C WINDOW
Phone 753-8905.
four
Bonneville,
1967
PONTIAC
perienced. Very reasonable
power and
prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr. door hardtop, double
wANTEn TO BI'Y
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
air conditioned. Phone 753J28C
Thompson.
miles
6
Furniture,
Custom Built
J29C
5644.
South of Murray on Hwy. 841.
WANTED TO
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 493- FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
HELP WANTED
E PHANTOM
8837.
TFC installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
BUY
57ARTED FOR ME,'
'TIN
I PREP FIVE
and
trim
BULLETS --I CouLDH'T
SIDING
ALUMINUM
Medium priced house with
Mltts THAT CLOSE-CLEANINGgutters. We cover all exposed CARPET
transferable loan already
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked Professional. Commercial or
ad al). Will Pay enaltY and
enamel aluminum siding. All residential at reasonable prices.,
take over payments.
furnish
Will
down
estimate.
Free
aluminum gutters and
spouts Free estimates. Phone references. Phone Handyman,
Phone 753-8500
J29NC
JulY 3C 753-5827.
.1
753-8783.

BOB'S TV SERVICE
Prompt Service on All Major Brands

Hornbuckle's
Barber Shop

pAr OFF/

Bid Invitation

'
.
441m. 4"1. c44÷Y

Ato

T
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Call
via
753-19
PEST (1"
WILL TRADE
bedroom brick hows
for farm, with or w
Phone Mrs. William
after 5:00 p.m.
FOR TRA
FOR THE best in
service and termite
Superior Exteemir
puny, 753-7268.
LOST & Ft)
LOST IRISH Setter
old in South 7th arei
the name Red. Rev
Phone 753-2623 or 75
p.m.
LOST: MINATURE
Has flea collar and
tag No. 1127. last
and Sycamore. V
pounds, has kink in
Mitzle. Please call 7:
LOST, BROWN n
billfold in 'Bel-A
Center. Finder may
please return cards.
Gillispie, Rt. 3, Par
LOST: SIAMESE
water area. If four
489-2688.
MUSIC
PIANO TUNING
Jerry Cain, 753471
craftsman Piano
Guild.
PIANO
TUNIIN
Pr(
rebuilding.
service. 15 years
Rebuilt pianos for
Dyer, Murray,Kenl
753-8911.

BALDWIN PIANO
Rent to purchase
Piano Company,
Post Office, Paris,'

USED BALDWIN o
grand piano, co
Lonardo Piano Con
from Post Office,
nessee

I

As"

Telephone
Sales
People

00.
yor;lil

'nfe

WM CAEY
zAuGnir0 AT Alf,
LIKE A RENO"
0
6 7

04

REAL ESTA l'E FOR SALE
ON KENTUCKY lake; four large
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen
and living area, breakfast bar.
fireplace, central heat and air,
boat dock, large patio. May be
purchased furnished. Phone 436J27C
5574.

ti7..V1.Rat

••••••,„

(/11

BEATLE BAILEY
IF I CANT

X- RATW

i To4Ey WILL. IF 'yOU
NOBODY
u5E ,rOUR u5uAi.
WOULD COME J
ADVERT 6/1.4&
To SEE THAT J
METHOD5

IDONT CARE
IF 'CU NOLD A
PORKY P16 FtLM
FE5TIVA L

THE EXOTIC
FILM FESTIVAL
71:MITE!

KENIANA SHORES-Largt
wooded lots for sale-as little a:
$895 with $10 down & $10 per
month-central water-lake accessall weather streets. From New
Concord drive North East on 444
five miles and follow Keniana
July 25C
signs to office.

Ai/144AL ,
mwrixicro!
PANyNto
Ramos?!
A4110 Of
'OAK Fasri!
MMtimMmtili

Noe

(.)kree

6-17

NANCY
HELLO,
NANCY
WHAT'S
YOUR
PROBLEM?

I'M RETURNING
THIS GIFT I GOT
FROM sLuGGO

WHY

I'M MAD
AT HIM--"
KEEP IT
TILL
NEXT
WEEK

I'LL BE
OVER MY

MAD
BY
THE N

REFUNDS
•l•

•

op ••••••••••••••• =am

LIU ABNER

S

ER-PROFESSOR
THAT'

`KU ARE TRULY
HOW KIN
i-lAwGiKe ALL TI-I' FOOD?
PRIMITIN/t
ARE
MAN!!ENJOYING
UNSPOILED ESY
THE PART
5-1AM OR
PROFESSOR
Hs/POCR(SW!
McGOON?

A*"

4,

*ifiais-4,4116

_

k

puoicit.w.
votyRE
CARRY i 146
OFF!!

6-57
aim

•Papering
•
•
PPeaaiilnnientliglni ngTgi e
•C
-Complete Romp
Remodeling
FREUSIMATE
i on
g6ht
u9
5-3o_o
Bill 71

Experience prefered.
Hourly wage, good working
atimiltisa. Also need person
with car for light delivery
wort.

Call ...
Mr. Eichelberger
at 753-4153
Between 9 am & 4 pm

After 5 p.m.

WANT 1'0 buy gold and silver
coins, also extra clean old model
J2P
car. Phone 753-0415.
WOULD LIKE to buy baby bed in
good condition.Phone 753J29C
0607

WANT TO BUY
large 3 or 4 bedroom
home, 15 years old or less,
on wooded lot within 15
baths,
miles of Murray.
room
family
15'x20'
with
minimum, kitchen
eating space, central heat,
possession by August 15.

SALES CONSULTANT, married,
with some sales experience.
Salary plus commission. Expected income $2504300 pair
week to the right man. Phbne 4434595 , Paducah for apJ28C
pointment.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
BY OWNER, four room block Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
Call Collect 1-217432-9518
house on two acres of land on
SALESMAN WITH experience
or Write
blacktop road, two miles from the
,
on
administrators
school
calling
FOR YOUR building needsMaurice Clabaugh
lake $6500.00. Phone 753new or old, or someone with some experience
additions,
remodeling
J7SP
15 Birch Lane
7448.
as a school administrator. Need
large or small jobs. Call 753Villa Grove, nllnois,61956
this
man
from
one
permanent
July 25C
brick 7955.
THREE BEDROOM
area, and can use two tem$20,000
downtown,
near
veneer,
porary men. (rest of summer WANT TO BUY used furniture,
At TOS.FOR SALE
J2C
call 753-1408.
employment). To both per- any, condition, no appliances.
VOLKSWAGEN-1970,
yellow manent and temporary salesman Phone 753-8378.
July 23C
draw
month
per
HOUSE AND lot in Alnio, or will with black interior. Radio and $965
rent for $80.00 per month. Phone white walls, nice car, good. arrangement would be made. For WANT TO BUY small office desk
J27C condition. $1075.00. Phone 753- an appointment call between 7
7534472.
J3ONC
and chair. Call 7534740.
8124.
J27C
J29C and 8 a.m. 753-4953.
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
WANT SOMEONE to live in GOLD AND Silver coins, also
extra clean old model car. Phone
Phone 1963 DODGE Dart $50.00 or best house with lady as
companion.
dry after rains. $3500.00.
J29C
3ONC offer. Phone 436-5579,
J2P
753-0415.
June
753-8061.
Liarris
Free
month
rent
utilities
just
for
-+ Sam
companion.
free
if
Everything
rental
with
S.J.
Silver
1969 GRAND Prix
RESIDENCE PLUS three
WANTED
J28P
and black top, tilt wheel, leather interested. Call 753-8370.
units, $190.00 monthly, at 400
x 200'. interior, power seat and win130'
lot
on
16th,
South
402
Zoned business, a good two dows. Call 753-7136 after 5
J29C
bedroom house on ui acre lot near p.m.
Coldwater
PERMANENT OFFICE POSITION
121 Bypass at 915
1971 VW,Super beetle, automatic
Road.
small
be a reliable, mature person who is willing
or
apartment
Must
stick. Yellow with black interior.
Two large
J29C
business lots on Whitnell, Phone 492-8879.
to learn a difficult job.
Glendale and Dudley Streets.
in
lots
residential
1970
VW
BEETLE. Excellent
Two choice
Apply In Writing to:
J3C
condition. Phone 753-2348.
Bagwell Subdivision.
appointment
or
information
P.O. BOX 574
For
Giving
properties call C.O. 1961 CHEVY pick-up with cattle
to see these
lionourant Realty at 753-9954 or racks, motor good condition,
age, experience, education and marital status.
J29C. body fair,$300.00. 753-3237. J29C
753400.
your additionsFOR ALL
remodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6133.

HELP WANTED

1*

FOR SAL

WOOD LATHE,
over under gun.
dition. Also bott
Phone 753-8831.

TOPPER CAMPE:
insulated with ho
door Fits long wh•
1225.00. Beautiful
with water and s
ups, 2 miles souti
six miles from
$2450.00. 1969 For
steering, radial th
Real nice, $1750.1
7592.

AKC REGISTER
Dachsund pupph
female. Champior
May be seen at U
parsonage, Kirks
489-2323.

CO-CART, upwar
See at Cardinal
Park, Pottertow
trailer on left.

RIDING MOWEI
$200, Phone 753-27

1966 HONDA 161
dition. Also 1964
trailer 10' x 52'.P
1484,

COLOR TV, 23"
pecan finish, Phor
8824.

BASS BOAT, 15 f
trailer with au
motor. Rig
equipped, 753-772

PALOMINO gel
good for teens
Phone Diane
alter 1:00p.m.

72AC combine,
propelled combi
4305 after 5:00 pi

14' FIBERGLAS
40 h.p. Johnson rr
$600.00 phone 753

KENMORE aut
good condition.
8385.

19 PIGS and th
Call 753-5248

1965 BOAT mo
Arrow-glass boa
motor. In real
Phone 753-1484.
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"3-1916Sell it With A Classified Ad
Call

PEST CONTROL

Eoft SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Another View

RESTORED CAMPER: HARDTOP, pop-up,
BEAUTIFULLY
authentic pie safe. Phone 753- six sleeper, two years old, exJuly 17C cellent condition. Call 7537616.
J30C
1202
641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel
puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish WAHL POODLE clippers. Lik
FOR TRADE
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- new. Call 753-4155 after 5:00
J27P
July 24NC p.m.
FOR THE best in pest control 9457.
service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating Com- BOAT 16FT. inboard and out- COMBINE, SELF-propelled, A-1
pany, 753-7268.
TFC board 165 h.p. tri-hull, walk shape, $3500. Call Dover, Tenn.,
through windshield, Mercury 615-232-7284 or 615-232-7723 or 615J3ONC
LOST & FOUND
outdrive, full top with extra 232-7404.
cover, will consider any bid.
LOST IRISH Setter, 54 months Delta wing ski-kite with all ac- MOBILE HOME, 12' x 60' 1972,
old in South 7th area. Answers to cessories $200.00. Floating lounge two bedrooms, two baths, fully
the name Red. Rewar offered. chair $18.00, shower stall $15.00, carpeted with central air. Phone
after 5 lavatory $10.00, new Royal 753-8855 after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-2623 or 7
J30C
J28C electric portable typewriter,
pm.
$100.00, compact portable washer 4TH JULY specials. Polyester
$30.00, self propelled lawn mower knits, $1.00 yard. Your local
E
Dachshund.
LOST: MINATUR
J28C Singer sewing machine dealer,
Has flea collar and vaccination $25.00. Phone 753-4487.
J27C
Belaire Shopping Center.
tag No. 1127. Last seen at 12th.
five
Weighs
.
and Sycamore
CARPET
EST
pounds, has kink in tail. Named SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE,TS 250, C LE A NING
cleaner you ever used, so easy
Mitzie. Please call 753-7406. J27C 1972 model 1200 miles. H.E.
too Get Blue Lustre Rent
Wilson, 1210 Olive St. 753Jzac electric shampooer $1.00. Big K, "HURRY,'TRY ON 11-IE PANT5 BEFORE'WV
1654.
LOST, BROWN mans leather
J30C
Belaire Shopping Center.
CZAISE THE WHOLESALE PRICE,"
billfold in Bel-Air Shopping 1972 RANGER Bass boat fully
Center. Finder may keep money, equipped with 140 h.p. mercury, BEATEN DOWN carpet paths go
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
please return cards. Notify Curtis heavy duty trailer, trolling motor when Blue Lustre arrives. Rent
Gillispie, Rt. 3, Paris,Tenn. J29P and locator, all other accessories. electric shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik
J30C
Jul2C Market,Five Points.
Phone 753-7154.
LOST: SIAMESF cat in Coldwater area. if found please call PONY, 14 hands, Indian paint REDUCE SAFE and fast with
J29C
489-2688.
gelding. Strong and gentle. Best GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
offer by Friday takes him. 753- pills" Holland Drug Store, 109
J27C
MUSIC
MSC South 4th.
3505.
Repair.
'PIANO TUNING and
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
aid batteries for all make
craftsman Piano Technician TOPPER CAMPER,paneled and hearing
aids. Wallis Drugs. J27C
hearing
rear
type
house
with
insulated
TFC
Guild.
truck,
base
wheel
long
Fits
door.
$225.00. Beautiful one acre lot CONCRETE STEPPING stone
TUNING-Repair: with water and sewerage hook and concrete splash blocks.
PIANO
Prompt expert ups, 2 miles south Lynn Grove, Murray Lumber Company, 104
rebuilding.
- OVER 3,000 IN STOCK!! J27C
service. 15 years experience. six miles from Murray. Only l Alaple Street.
J29P
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. S2450.00 Phone 753-7592
STILL NUMBER ONE IN QUALITY
Dyer, Murray,Kentucky,. Phone
SEAMLESS GUTTERING, white
TFC
753-8911.
enamel finish, never needs
AND SAVINGS
USED NYLON carpet 15 by 21 painting. Free estimate. Phone
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
lamp,
table
large
pad,
with
feet
7534407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
maple baby bed with inner spring Service, Murray.
July 10C
Piano Company, across from
mattress like new. Phone 753J29C
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
J29C
=3.

WILL TRADE new three
bedroom brick house in Murray
for farm, with or without house.
Phone Mrs. Williams at 762-2557
after 5:00p.m.
J27C

NOTICE

NOTICE
July 2-7 Will Be Our Vacation
with the exception of only a
Week
skeleton crew in order to handle
emergencies.

Sales Will Be Open and
Parts Available

_

Thanks,

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Inc.

CAIN'S GULF
600 W. Main

SAVINGS

Call
753-1916

Murray, Ky.

South 12th Street
ii

TIRES

We Have Steel Belted Radials
In Stock

Summer
Special
1 - 11x14

PORTRAIT
Only $795
Reg. '13.00

rvin Cobb Resort
Off 732 Hwy. 436-5811
5 a.m.-9 p.m. - Mon.-Thurs.
5 a.m.-10 p.m. - Fri., Sat., Sun.

OFFER GOOD III

CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to
JUNE 30
PCIFtBY VACUUMS-The shag new location behind Tom's Pizza
any
to
adjusts
that
specialist
rug
Palace to open up our nett
carpet. New and used vacuums Western Store and a new boot and
tion
'TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A. TRUCK WAD sale-Arrnistong
for sale. For demonstra
shoe store. Vernon's corner of 4th Edison air conditioners. 10,000 turck tires, first line;
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
TFC
Sundays.
Open
Sycamore.
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. 325120 - 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- &
JuL31C
BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, 900x20 - 10 ply $59.18 +$7.33
20,000
(3359.
FOR SALE
1972 HONDA SL 125, like new. $285.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40- Roby 1000:20 - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
503 Poplar
WOOD LATHE, router, 22-410 NICE CLEAN sofa-bed couch and Low mileage, call after 5 :
1 111,., Sales Highway 68, Benton, Armstong's best highway tread
75 3-2342
under gun. All new con- chair to match. Couch has good 753-3143.
July 17C truck tires;
Over
'
Kentucky.
825x20- 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
dition. Also bottle collection. mattress. Priced at $55.00 for
J28C quick sale. Call 753-1302 after 5 SKI BOAT, 15' Cherokee, $750.
900x20- 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
Phone 7534831_
WINNER OF the free fabric at
J VIC Also 12 x 60 two bedroom mobil BOAT, MOTOR and trailer. Can 1003x20 - 12 ply $76.68 + $0.10
p.m.
your local Singer Sewing Center.
of
northeast
three
be
miles
Home
seen
Mobil
at
seen
be
Can
home
Armstrong's best traction type
TOPPER CAMPER,paneled and
was Mrs. Ted
week:
Last
Manning
or
Danny
phone
Kirksey
truck tares;
insulated with house type rear AKC REGISTERED poodle VWage 3-A
Johnson 1613 Belmont. Register
J27C
5
p.m..
after
489-2354
$7.25
+
$65.21
10
ply
825x20 door. Fits long wheel base truck, puppies, also young breed dogs.
now for this week's give
900120 - 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
$225.00. Beautiful one acre lot Special price, phone 753J27C
!way.
deer
action
V-8
LEVER
h.p.,
MARLIN
1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52.
J28P 330 CUBIC inch 250
with water and sewerage hook 6379.
$60.00.
trancaliber,
with
336,36
model
motor
rifle,
and
WATCH
oldsmobile
BLE
Benton,
DEPENDA
68,
Highway
Sales,
Roby
ups. 2 miles south Lynn Grove,
J26C 16' Crownline ski boat with 65 Ky.
July 14NC clock repair. See Clifton Paschall
six miles from Murray. Only MUST SELL toy poodle puppy, 3 srnisaion. Phone 753-6555.
H.P. Mercury motor, trailer and
off Murray-Lynn Grove Highway
- FOR OFFICES $2450.00 1969 Ford Ranger, air, months old, black, AKC
140
E,
s included, $650.00.
BOOKCAS
accessorie
ANTIQUE
mile north of Scotty's
Jul2C
steering, radial tires, automatic. registered. Phone 753-0671.
3 people do this service when you can get
or
2
have
Why
J2P Scuba tanks (2), regulator 1),
J28P
years old. Phone 437-4664.
Grocery.
Montgomery Ward
Real nice, $1750.00. Phone 753COMPLETE SERVICE from 1 company.
belt,
spear,
masks,
flippers,
1203 Chestnut
J29P 1873 HONDA, CL 175„red 500
7592.
CLOSE OUT sale still on. We're
THREE light, complete,$40.00. Phone 753-WE HAVE GOOD REFERENCESAFFECTIONATE
Sale, Wednesday only
actual miles, $550.00. Phone 767three weeks late moving, so take
J27P
If contacted by Jul) 7th
white
3574.
toy
old
male
poodle
Returned
month
all
off
10
percent
or see at apartment 904
advantage of low prices. VerGOOds
SPECIAL 2 Price
AKC REGISTERED, Miniature 2351
partially house broken
puppy
J28P
Western
and
Open fill 7 013 PM
non's Boot, Shoe
male and College Courts.
Dachsund puppies
1965
Janitorial Service
On
TRAILER
J26C TRAVEL
Monthly
$40.00 753-2729.
J2C
Store. 4th and Sycamore.
female. Championship blood line.
Yellowstone 20 ft. self contained,
AIRE
FRIGID
USED
May be seen at United Methodist
I. • ted, bath, gas or electric
Boyd & Woodward Maintananco, Inc.
mini-freezer G.E. REFFUGERATOR,10 years
WOOD ARMY bunks, wood
Put on a Party Hat
parsonage, Kirksey, Ky. or call refrigerator with
heater,
hot
water
erator,
$100.00
condition.
perfect
old,
stall
us
help
and
chairs, other odds and ends.
J29C $75.00, used metal shower
489-2323.
HOME & OFFICE MAIPITMANCE AND "lit:PAIR
ye, sleeps six adults. Phone
clebrate our Bir
best offer. 1613 Sunset, phone 753Phone 436-5690.
J28C
$25.00, used ceiling acnisstic tile
thday
SERVICE
J27C
J27C
2346.
7129.
(X)-CART, upward 5 h.p. motor. (free) 753-8958 after 5 p.m. J29C
CAL!. for FREE ESTIMATE to 436-2407
JEWELART
See at Cardinal Ridge Trailer
till N. Arcadia
MOBILE HOME-1973, 12':60',
McKinney
James
There will be a GARAGE SALE at the home of
Park, Pottertown Road. Last
all electric, storm windows, on corner of Locust Grove Road and Concord Hwy. Time:10:00
J29C ANTIQUE OAK roll top desk,
trailer on left.
June 30.
Sat.,
FREE FLEA Market every
maple
completely restored, 90 years old. double insulated, furnished, like
For Sale: 1 Mohogany dining table and 6 chairs, 1 rOund
chair, 3
one
and
Also
Sunday we furnish table and
,
ed.
couch
nylon
underpenn
brown
dark
new,
veneer
chairs,
walnut
table and I captain
RIDING MOWER, 8 h.p. AMP, Also refinished
odd lamp,
space no charge. Country Boy
antique drum top tables, 2 pair of matching lamps, one
trailer space for rent, 225,00
Set
chest.
top
marble
an
part
1
holders,
candle
J29P
$200, Phone 753-2076.
toot stool. 1 large picture. I pair antique
Stores the army surplus folks. 9
grand
small
1
set,
canister
bronze
Morehead prints, plates 1 month on private shady lot.
1
pitcher,
t,(Jue amber glass
for
ns
Applicatio
Taking
Now
too numerous to list
items
miles west of Hopkinsville,
p.m.
5:00
Small
after
753-0113
1506
many
Phone
Miller,
and
clock
father
Homer
J.
1966 HONDA 160, in good con- through 9.
Kentucky 117 and 164.
junction
J29P
J27P
Drive.
dition. Also 1966 Crest house Dudley
J28C
Phone 885-5914.
trailer 10' x 52'. Phone 753129P
1484.
ZIPPERS-7 cents. Polyester, all
At Calloway County High School and Faxon and Hazel
colors and lengths, during the
COLOR TV, 23" cabinet model,
Elementary Schools.
"hotter-n-a-fire-popper-aale" at
pecan finish, Phone 492('ontact Supt. William B. Miller at the new location of the
your Singer Center, Belaire
Saturday, June 30, 9:30 a.m.
8824.
J29NC
Board of Education, 401 North 16th Street.
Center J2fC
Shopping

USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin
grand piano, console piano.
Lonardo Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris TenJ29C
nessee.

Love's
Studio

Catfish Dinners
We Also Have

i/

Chicken v Steaks
Country Ham, etc.

New Janitorial Services

Calloway County Board of Education

CUSTODIANS

COMPLETE ANTIQUE AUCTION

BASS BOAT,15 ft. fiberglass and
trailer anti. au h.p. Mercury
motor. Rig is completely
eqiipped,753-7723.
PALOMINO gelding, 15 hands,
good for teenagers or adult.
Phone Diane Skelton 751.6920
J29P
after 1:00p.m.
72AC combine, also 35 MF selfpropelled combine. Phone 435J29NC
4305 after 5:00 p.m.
14' FIBERGLASS runabout with
40 h.p. Johnson motor and trailer.
,j23c
$600.00 phone 753-2590.
KENMORE automatic washer,
good condition. $40.00, phone 492J29C
8385.
19 PIGS and they are weaned.
1TC
Call 753-5248.
1965 BOAT motor and trailer.
Arrow-glass boat and 65 Mercury
motor. In real good condition.
J29P
Phone 753-1484_

SUMMER
SALE

II Summer Merchandise Marked Down

located at Dresden,
Al the home of Mr. a Mrs. Paul Parker,
Tenn.
1st house on Left on Greenfield Highway--at intersection of
Highway 22
2 walnut Lincoln
Walnut china breakfront, walnut wardrobe,
tables
Dressers, 2 walnut marble top lamp tables, 2 round lamp
cherry jackson
cherry,
is
1
chests,
blanket
2
(1 walnut, 1 oak).
skirt bench (walnut),
press, pie safe, oak kitchen cabinet, hoop
3 drawer oak
oak bed and washstand, walnut corner cupboard,
iron baby bed with
bed,
day
walnut
wheel,
chest, spinning
oak
mattress and bumper pads, high chair, child's rocker,
cane bottom and
sewing rocker, maple sewing rocker, (wgven
dining
oak
6
chairs,
dining
oak
a
chairs,
dining
walnut
back), 6
cherry upholstered
chairs (claw feet and leather bottoms), 5
walnut machine top, 1
dining chairs, 2 small trunks (refinished),
commode (pink
school desk, 4 drawer oak spoof cabinet, bedside
singer
'porcelain trim), metal coal hod, wagon seat, antique
table, walnUt
coffee
top
marble
sewing machine in oak cabinet,
rocker, lots of
bedside table, cherry bedside table Platform
111-day,
picture frames, several clocks, including mantle,
mill,
foreign made
coffee
wall,
German
minature walnut 30 hour,
manicure set, 2
telephone, dolls and doll items, sterling silver
lamp, red
wall coffee grinders, 1 swinging antique cottage
shaving mug.
combs,
hair
lamps,
Other
Aladdin lamp, lots of
glass, in
tooth pick holders, salt dishes, 100 pieces of pressed
bowls
cluding butter dishes, cake stands, preserve stands, punch
cheese
all
sizes,
vases,
pitcher.
syrup
set, honey dishes, cruits,
bottles and
dish, bowl and pitcher set, carnival glass, art glass,
trays, cedar ice
fruit jars, including 1 amber, avon bottles, dough
bell.
dinner
1
no
pots.
gypsy
kettles,
wash
buckets, begn pots,
blue crock
lots Of iron, ox yoke, brass hones and collar mirrow, items too
more
many
ware, ladies cuspidor, china, and
numerous to mention
Lunch Available
Auctioneer-James E Travis No 278

CLOTHES CLOSET

4,6

Behind Jim's Shoe Outlet
Sale Starts Thursday

EAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters. Baked on acrylic finish.
uaranteed for 15 years. Call for
ee estimate Dale Campbell 753July 20C
5.

MOBILE HOME -1970, 8'135;
two bedrooms unfurnished. Also
1968 Ford i/2 ton pickup. Both in
very good condition. Phone 753J28P

MOBILE HOME and boat insurance. Broad coverage. Low
rates. Excellent claim service.
Call us before you buy. Galloway
Insurance & Realty. Phone 753July18NC
5842.

GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters, installed per
Your specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
TFC
estimate.

16' RUNABOUT boat, 50 H.P.
Johnson motor. Real nice. All
or
sale
INCOME PROPERTY for
sitting on heavy duty trailer
trade partially furnished central Phone
J29C
4394386.
air and heat. Excellent conpossession.
ditioned, immediate
$570 GUITAR OR Sale, 1973 model
income
Monthly
ce. Call 753-1322 mornings or 5
Priced at $49,500 located 1626
Jzop
10p.m.
or 436-5479. J1OC
Hamilton,

if You Want ..
If You

Miss Your Paper
Pleas. Phona
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

Super Dooper, U.S.D.A. Choice,
Tender Tasting, Lip Smacking
STEAK ... .
- SEE JOHN -

GIBSON LOCKER PLANT
107 No. 3rd Street

Murray, Ky. Phone 753-1601

%%%%% N,%%%%%%%%

FLEA MARKET
1:00-5:00
Saturday, June 30
104 N. 13th St.
(Next Door to Jane's Attic)
Treasures of Every land!
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'Thank God For Mississippi'
May Not Be True Any Longer

Local Juvenile Probation Officer
Speaker For Murray Quota Club

1

Inherent in all the tentative
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
As a result, he said, KenKentucky educational observers tucky ranks 47th in this cate- discussions so far has been a
used to be fond of quipping: gory whereas it has pulled near proposed increase in the rethe top 20 states in ex- quired local effort to finance
"'Thank God for Mississippi."
They meant that no matter penditures for higher education schools.
Districts now must have a
how low the school situation and highways.
Melton touched briefly on the tax rate of at least 30 cents per
seemed to have sunk in this
state, it could never reach the minimum foundation program $100 of assessed valuation. The
bottom occupied by Mississippi. which provides basic state aid most talked of plan is to raise
this minimum to 50 cents, probBut a state educational offi- to 190 local school districts.
Much of his outline was un- ably in two annual steps.
cial indicated Tuesday that is
One obvious effect would be
no longer true, and he drew a derstood by the lawmakers, put
picture that put Kentucky be- they expressed bafflement neer to raise more money locally for
the aspect on required local tax schools, but there is another
low Mississippi.
James Melton, assistant su- effort and consequent state al- benefit: The extra money
which used to be contributed by
perintendent of public instruc- lotments.
Melton said he wasenit trying the state could then revert to a
tion for finance, made the surto explain the complicated for- state "pool"—for use by the
prising comparison.
Melton said that if Kentucky mulas, but offered to do so state in the poorer districts.
Melton acknowledged that an
matched Mississippi's per ca- sometime with charts.
pita effort for public education,
Basically, he said, Kentucky underlying concept in the
schools would be receiving $110 needs to equalize public educa- educational proposals is to
tion by using more state funds switch school money from richmillion additional each year.
He told a joint legislative for the less privileged districts. er to poorer districts. He said
subcommittee on educational fi"The minimum) foundation the wealthier patrons might relCoutimed from Page 1)
nancing that Mississippians program is not a magical for- sent such a trend.
"But education is a state
contribute 6 per cent of their mula," he said. "We're going
111111Ms trim to investigate and
personal income to elementary to have to pay for better educa- function," he said. "It's much
graseente all offenses arising
and secondary education while tion. . .we have never put better to educate today than to
out of the 1972 election, inKentucky's ratio is only 4.8 per enough in the foundation pro- spend ( much more on social
cluding "all allegations inReports of 4-H trips were Programs gram to make it operate prop- welfare later."
cent.
volving the President, members
of
is
meeting
Program
regular
Camp
Day
A
given at the
erly."
of the White House staff or
4-H
schedule
County
being planned with the
the Calloway
presidential appointees."
Sen. Gibson Downing, D-LexCouncil, held Tuesday night in of these camps to include: New
if
that,
said
the subcommittee chairThe sources
ington,
Office.
on
Faxon
24,
Extension
July
on
Concord
the County
Melton for specific
asked
man,
Cox's office looks into political
28,
July
The meeting was called to July 25, Almo on
use of the FBI or other governsuggestions on what might be
Murray
27,
July
on
Kirksey
ment investigative and law en- order by the president, Dan Middle on July 28, Lynn Grove
done in the 1974 session.
forcement agencies, such as the Shipley, and the minutes of the
Melton said one indication
on
Hazel
and
31,
July
on
by
read
were
meeting
Internal Revenue Service, the previous
would come July 13 when the
2.
August
Dr. Kris Jeter, a member of
Local funeral services for National Education Finance
probe probably would not be di- secretary Larue Sledd.
summer faculty in the home
Swimming
the
Beginning
out
of
and
A
state
in
of
Reports
house
Hart,
E.
KUTTAWA, K. I AP i -- A
proseBlanche
Mrs.
rected toward criminal
Project ( NEFP ) releases its economics department at
at
held
be
Barber
again
Ken
will
Ted
the
by
given
Program
were
affecting
trips
state
rezoning plan
director at Murray State
cution.
at Louisville.
Murray State University, will
University. The University's Regents Hall, will proposal
-shoreline of Lake Barkley has of the club, expressed apAn investigation more likely Hale on the Teen Leader En- Murray State
is consulting with
project
The
American
been approved to ensure the preciation to Barber for the would be aimed at disclosure vironmental Workshop, Renee Learn to Swim Program will be held today at four p.m. at the a 100-member citizens' com- present a paper to the
in
Association
through
Economics
Home
run
and
23
benefits
July
Condoing.
is
Youth
he
begin
work
Older
recreational
the
.
public full
chapel of the J.H. Churchill mittee on education, which in
with the results included in one Sledd on
N.J., Thursday,
Mrs. Erlene Doran, finance of the periodic reports Cox has ference, and by Steve Howard August 3.
on public land and waters, acFuneral Home with Rev. Martin turn expects to have a set of Atlantic City,
June 72.
Plans for the County Fair Mattingly officiating.
cording to a spokesman for the thief officer, announced that said he might issue, the sources and Carolyn Scott on the
recommendations by Aug. 1.
Dr. Jeter and Dr.Alice
the Auction and Potluck Supper said.
Regional Resource Develop- were discussed with the
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Barber, Juvenile
Ken
Probation Officer of CaDewey
and Graves County was the
guest speaker at the regular
luncheon program meeting of
the Quota Club of Murray held
Tuesday, at the Traingle Inn.
Barber,a native of Louisville.
is a graduate of Murray State
University. He is married to the
former Joyce McCage and they
have four children.
Mrs. Virginia Morgan in:
traduced Barber. He described
some of the duties and
responsibilities of his department. He said a juvenile offender was portrayed as a child
under 18 years of age who
violates the law. Coming under
the juvenile court also are those
children beyond parental
control, an abandoned child, a
needy one or any child having a
particular problem, Barber
said.
The juvenile hearings are
held in the County Judge's office and are closed to the public.
There is no jury and the Judge
makes the determination in the
best interest of the child. The
members learned that from 50

to 75 per cent of all juveniles
who are committed to an institution and released, return
later for another crime, the
officer said.
Ilse part parents can play in
preventing their children
becoming juvenile offenders
are. first, try to strengthen tbe
family ties, second, teach
respect for the law, persta.
elderly and property, thirdly
havl restrictions and go by
them and fourthly, take them to
listen to the problems of your
children, Barber said.
The Quota Club feels that
Murray and Calloway County
Report's( state and out of state trips were given by Ted Hale as the Teen Leader Environmental
are very fortunate to have Mr. Workshop, Renee Sledd on the Older Youth Coaference, and Steve Howard and Carolyn Scott on the
Barber to work with Juvenile Regional Resource Development Conference.
Court, said Mrs. Morgan.
Mrs. Helen Spann, president
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Snakehandlers Raise
Voices At Services
By TOM BRILEY
Associated Press Writer
SWITZER, W. Va. ( AP ) — A
baby was the only quiet thing
during the sweltering, swaying
three and a half hour service at
the Full Gospel Jesus Church.
Even the poisonous snakes
made their presence known,the
rattlers sending up an occasional ominous buzzing with their
tails from the cages beside the
pulpit.
About 100 persons praised the
Lord at the top of their lungs
and with all of their energy in
the neat cement block building
sandwiched between the Royal
Crown Bottling Co. and the
Mico Drive-In in this little town
Just south of Logan.
Cymbals, two drums, a tambourine and four guitars—two
of them electric and one with a
Confederate flag decal—accompanied the spirited singing of
such songs as "Give Me That
Old-Time „Religion" and You
Gotta Move."
The building rocked and the
crowd reached fever pitch during the singing of the latter
soli& and frenzied devotees
showed their faith by brazenly
handling the serpents.
Twice during the long Sunday
afternoon about half the congregation surged around the
boxes containing, according to
the Rev. Kelly Williams, bishop
of the church, eight rattlesnakes and five copperheads.
Williams and his son, the
Rev. Richard Williams of Columbus, Ohio, led the way in
picking up and handling the
snakes, some of them overTour
feet long, as if they were the
tamest of pets.
The elder Williams cited New
Testament authority, the 17th
and 18th verses of the lath
chapter of Mark, for the action.

Those scriptures say: "And
these signs shall follow them
that believe; in my name shall
they cast out devils; they shall
speak with new tongues; they
shall take up serpents; and if
they drink and deadly thing, it
shall not hurt them; they shall
lay hands on the sick, and they
shall recover."
The only baby in the crowd
was well-behaved when he
wasn't sleeping during the ever
noisy service.
The decibel level was high
even before the start of the
service. As the electric guitars
twanged away, leaders mixed
with the crowd, shaking hands
and embracing with the greeting, "Praise Jesus."
Some of the crowd started
moving rhythmically in a fashion resembling a crass between
square dancing and modern
rock movements.
A single window air conditioner labored, but couldn't
keep the temperature down in
the clean, simple paneled
church, which has a sign out
front saying simply, "Jesus."
The same legend is below a
sunburst clock at the front of
the auditorium.

Goldsboro To
Be Featured
At State Fair
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Recording star Bobby Goldsboro is one of the featured peformers on the entertainment
schedule for Kentucky's 1973
State Fair Aug. 16-25.
Other entertainers who headline the program are Sha Na
Na, a group performing hits of
Uhe 1950s, and country and
western singer Charlie Pride.
Also appearing will be singer—songwriter Mac Davis,
composer of "Baby Don't Get
Hooked On Me' and "Watching
Scotty Grow"; Donna Fargo,
appearing with Dawn,featuring
Tony Orlando; the Filth Dimension; and the husband and wife
team of George Jones and
Tammy Wynette, who headline
a country—western spectacular.
Pride will be featured in five
performances of the State Fair
Rodeo, Aug. 17-19, and the
World Championship Horse
Show will be held six nights.
Some $135,500 in prize money
will be distributed. Afternoon
performances are free.
George Meagher, director of
the fair's exposition division,
said construction work at Fairground Stadium should be far
enough along to accommodate
all of the attractions. New
stands are being built to increase seating capacity from
22,000 to 40,000
Among the free public shows
are 23 performances of Circus
Internationale, Annie and The
Pollution Gang (a puppet
show), Bluegrass Alliance, a
country music group; a ragtime sing—along group, Your
Father's Moustache and a petting zoo.
The Kentucky State Fair
Board also approved a price increase for "spectacular rides"
on the midway from 50 cents to
60 cents.
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Survey Reveals Several Raids
For Narcotics On Wrong Homes
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LEARNING ABOUT DRUGS—Dr. Willard Ails second from left) explains common drug abuses
to Mrs.Sammy Edwards (left) of Savannah, Tenn., Dr. Eugene Hibbett, Henderson; Janie Raines,
Adamsville; Mrs. Marie Croom, Henderson, and Becky Duren, Adamsville.

Willard Ails Is Speaker At
Freed-Hardeman Drug Seminar
HENDERSON, TN.-There's no such thing as a safe
drug in our society today," Dr.
Willard Ails, chief pharmacist
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, told 33 Drug Abuse
Seminar students recently on
the Freed4iardernan College
campus.
"What people have to learn is
a safe way to live with the
chemicals we have," the
President of the Murray Council
on Drugs continued.
Dr. Alls, a past member of the
President's Council on Drug
Abuse, was a guest lecturer for
F-HC's second annual summer
short course on drug abuse.
Coordinated by Dr. Eugene
Hibbett, chairman of the
Physical Science Department,
the five-day seminar focused
on "Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Other Drugs."
"The purpose of the course,
according to Dr. Hibbett, "was
to teach people how to go out
into their home communities
and cope with the drug scene—
how to apply their knowledge
effectively in school and
community drug programs."
Attended by a cross-section of
the population,from high school
and college students, to
ministers and counselors, to
concerned parents and dormitory supervisors, to prison
workers, the workshop featured
slides, displays, films, and
numerous officials in
drugrelated
professions
and
organizations.
Tom Miller, a prison chaplain
from Elkins, W. Va., whose
tuition and
travel expenses
were paid by his home state,
said,"The seminar's been very
good. I work with drug users
every day at the prison, but my
exposure to different views and
ideas from such a heterogenous
group has been helpful."
"I'll never experiment with
drugs!" Adamsville (..Tenn.)
High School cheerleader Becky
Duren exclaimed after four
days in the seminar.
"They're just too dangerous
to play around with," Becky's
16-year-old friend, Janie
Raines, next year's newspaper
editor at AHS chimed in.
The Adamsville pair, both of
whom will be seniors this fall
along with two teachers, Mrs.
Martha Glover from McNairy
Central High, and Mrs. Janice
Rogers, Adamsville High
School, attended the F-HC's
Drug Abuse Seminar in order to
be more effective workers in
their local McNairy County
Drug Seminar this Summer.
Sponsored by the McNairy
County Court, the group met in
special session with Dr. Ails'
concerning drug education.
"Our Junior Auxiliary is
planning to promote drug abuse
education in the elementary
schools," Mrs. Sammy Edwards of Savannah, Tenn
stated as her reason for participating in the Drug Abuse
Seminar. A former biology

teacher and mother of two
children, ages six and threeyear, Mrs. Edwards, made
practical use of the week4ong
workshop by activating her
long-time thought of goal to quit
smoking.
According to the students
some of the most effective pens
of the seminar were the offfdais
such as Jackson policeman
Lieutenant Detective Jackie
Moore and Judge Walter Bast
Harris who discussed legad
aspects of the drug problem.
"Ninety-seven per cent of
Tennesseans are affected in
some way annually by alcohol,
either directly, or indirectly,"
the officials reported.
Shifts of workers from the
Jackson (Term.) Area Council
on Alcoholism were also
popular with seminar participants.
Reci Novak, a social work
major from Old Hickory, Tenn,
who recently completed her
college work at F-HC, said she
felt that the knowledge of
pharmacology a study of the
properties and reactions of
drugs) gained during the
seminar will be invaluable to
her.
"Lots of my friends in the
Nashville area are involved
with drugs. We used to have no
drug problem, but within one

Out
Physician Speaks
i
On Battered Children
By ALTON BLAKESLEE
AP Science Editor
NEW YORK (AP) — The
ways in which American parents batter and neglect and
even kill their children Ls "a
national disgrace worse than
Watergate," a physician specializing on child .,buse
declared today
"It is estimated we will be
dealing with a minimum of 1.5
million cases of suspected child
abuse and neglect this year, approximately 50,000 childhood
deaths that could be attributed
to maltreatment and 300,000
permanently injured children,
(injured) both physically and
emotionally," said Dr. Vincent
J. Fontana of New York City.
He is director of pediatrics at
St. Vincent's Hospital and medical director of the New York
Foundling Hospital.
Battered, abused and neglected children grow up to become parents who treat their
children the same way, ID an
abuse that spirals upward. producing more or continuing anger, hate and criminality. Fontana told the American Medical
Association meeting in convention here.
"Unless we move tt, recognize this problem and -(Ive a
great amount of mone (,)ward
solving it, some day l'f'rN few
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year, Dupont High School
(Hermitage, Tenn.) became the
second most plagued school in
the county," Reci stated. "I
thing I'll be able to recognize
the symptoms now and to help
some of the kids," she said.
Other workshop participants
Included Billy Smith, Mrs.
Marie H. Croom, Bill Chei y,
Mrs. Bob East, Danny Hall,
Tommy Holland, Mrs. Leon
Jackson, Mrs. Nancy Lofton,
Mrs. Virginia Oliver, and Paul
Prather all of Henderson; Mrs.
John A. Bishop, Mrs. Jack
O'Neal, Mrs. Darlene Smith,
and Roy Story all of Enville;
Miss Bonnie Lyons of Murray,
Mrs. E. M. Selma and Mrs.
Frank McGinley, Jr., both of
Savannah, Term.; William R.
McVey of Sardis, Tenn.;
Mrs.
Darlene
Oliver,
Adamsville, Tenn.; Mark
Kavorkian, Melvindale, Mich.;
Kathleen Roach, Memphis,;
Debbie Roberts, Lebanon,
Tenn.;
Robert G. Shelton, Selmer
Tenn.; Mrs. Fran Silva,
Stantonville, Tenn.; Joe
Skelley, Jackson, Tenn.; and
Michael Stone, Trenton, Tenn.
Dr. Hibbett stated that a
similar Drug Abuse Seminar is
being planned for next June on
.the Freed-Hardeman College
campus.

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
We Have li-We tillapt It-Or It Can't Be Had

of us will be able to go out on
the streets," Fontana said.
The - fundamental way to
eliminate behavior that leads to
battered children is to end the
social ills of poverty, frustration and other human disappointments that create the
anger, hate and infantile behavior which parents take out on
very young children, Fontana
said.
The "battered child" is not
just a product of the ghetto
society, he said.
"The upper-and middle-class
parents batter their kids just as
frequently, but they do it behind closed doors, or their family doctors cover up for them,
not reporting the abuse of the
child," he said.
Fontana suggested that the
federal government allocate
$600 million to set up demonstration programs to combat
child abuse.

By MICHAEL J. SNIFFEN
Associated Press Writer
One night, two months ago, a
group of armed men burst into
homes in Middle America and
brought terror to two families.
The men were narcotics
agents, and they had made a
mistake. Their error put Collinsville, Ill., in the nation's
headlines and touched off a
storm of indignation.
An Associated Press survey
has produced a small, but chilling, harvest of similar tales.
—In January, William Pine
was awakened by his daughters' screams as armed men
broke through the front and
back door of his Winthrop,
Mass., home. He was pushed
against a window with guns
pointed at his head before state
police realized they had the
wrong house.
—Heyward H. Dyer, 22, was
shot and killed Oct. 2, 1969, in
his Whittier, Calif., apartment
when a narcotics agent who
had broken into the wrong
apartment on the floor above
fired a shot through the floor.
—On May 18, an off-duty
Texas Department of Public
Safety officer was shot to death
in a raid on a Houston apartment after an informer mistakenly identified him to narcotics
agents as having sold amphetamine pills.
The Nixon administration has
declared "all-out global war on
the drug menace.- State and
local enforcement has been
stepped up, partly through the
efforts of the Office of Drug
Abuse Law
Enforcement
1DALE ) which was set up in
the Justice Department in
January 1971 to carry the federal attack on drugs, particularly heroin, down to the street
level.
This campaign has resulted
in record numbers of search or
arrest warrants and put record
numbers of drug traffickers
and record amounts of illegal
drugs out of circulation.
But civil liberties groups and
persons in the enforcement
field charge that legal restrictions or operating safeguards
have in some cases been ignored under pressure to produce results.
Herbert Giglotto, 29, and his
wife, Louise, 28, were asleep in
their Collinsville home on April
23 when a crash and some
screaming awakened them.
"I take about three steps out
of bed, and I see these hippies
with guns. I told my wife,
'We're dead," Giglotto said,
Giglotto says he and his wife
were knocked down across
their bed and handcuffed. He
was threatened with death at
gunpoint as the men shouted
obscenities at them. One agent
flashed a gold badge, which
Mrs. Giglotto only glimpsed.
When the men realized their
mistake, they left without
apology or explanation, Giglotto
said.
Donald Askew, 40, and his
wife. Virginia 37, had just sat
down to 'dirtthat night in
armed men
Collinsville
began to kick their door in.
Askew told his son to run for
his life.
Again there were threats and
no apologies before the men
left, Askew said.
DALE officials in Washington
say they can not comment
while the case is under investigation by the U.S. attorney in
Springfield, Ill., and the Justice
Department's Civil Rights Division.
The Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs agents who

participated in the raids under tired in 1972 as deputy director
DALE's auspices were sus- at BNDD, thinks DALE itself
pended, according to Special was a mistake.
Asst. Atty, Gen. Myles AmThe federal narcotics agents
brose.
ought to deal with what they do
DALE's legal officer7Robert best— interstate and foreign
Richardson, said in Washington trPffic—not the street level.
that the men were suspended They've got no business doing
with pay and were allowed to that. That's why you have stete
perform administrative duties and local law enforcement
without their badges or guns people." he said
"This doesn't mean that in an
Firilator said - -DALE was
emergency they can't perform
the duties of an agent," he strictly a political thing. They
were trying to prove the No. 1
said
problem was drugs as !silicon
Since the Collinsville incident, said. They were under presscre
Ambrose has sent a reminder to produce."
to DALE's 41 area offices to
After July 1, FiNDD and
take care in preparing search
and arrest warrants and to DALE will be combined in a
ntw Drug Enforcement Adminavoid intemperate language.
istration
in the Justice DepartThe law allows agents to enter a home without a warrant if ment.
they have probable cause to believe they can apprehend someone violating the law.
BNDD, which has 1,320
agents in the United States,
gives its trainees 10 weeks of
classes in fundamentals of the
law and enforcement techniques, including practice
raids.
But DALE, which is composed of about 100 lawyers
working with agents and a special federal grand jury in each
of its cities, "has no opportunity to train, or retrain, agents
assigned to it," Richardson
said.
DALE has 465 federal agents,
half from BNDD and the rest
from other federal agencies,
and more than 400 local or
state law enforcement officers
on assignment to it.
Neither DALE nor BNDD
spokesmen recall incidents that
led to dismissal of agents for
abuses on raids.
But John Finlator, who re-

Freddy the Robot
likes dirty jobs
Prof. Donald Michie says
that within 10 years machines
based on Freddy, a robot developed at Edinburgh University, could be running an entire factory production line,
and as early as 1977 could be
active in British industry.
Prof. Michie and associates
at the university's School of
Artificial Intelligence have
taught Freddy to identify, select and assemble compo
nents out of a jumbled heap of .
parts
STEEL WAGES
The total cost per hour including benefits for hourly.
employes in the steel industry
was $7.44 in February, 1973,
compared with $7.08 average:for 1972, according to die Iron"and Steel Institute.
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With each and every game you bowl
a Colgate coupon
lets you play an extra game free.
• You'll find coupons good for free
bowling on specialty marked
packaget of Colgate's Cold Power
detergent, Palmolive Liquid and Ajax All Purpose Cleaner.
Just take the coupons to your
participating bowling
r
center and have'a
bowl on Colgate.
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NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE NUMBER TO CALL

6434
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Puerto Rican Menus Offer
,Authentic, Distinctive Dash
One of the most delightful
vacations I have taken was a
trip to Puerto Rico to visit a
school friend of mine. She is a
native Puerto Rican and a
fellow dietitian.
Carmen and her doctor
hosband showed me the island
and introduced me to the Puerto
Rican cuisine. This week's
authentic recipes were given to
me by Carmen. Their menus
resemble the Spanish rather
than the Mexican since the
Island was settled by Spanish in
1493.
Puerto Rico is a beautiful
fertile island and is the only part'
of the United States where
Columbus is
Christopher
believed to have landed. It's
name literally means "Rich
Port."
Such tropical foods as guavas,
mangos and plaints are missing
in these recipes since they are
difficult to purchase in this area.
contain
dishes
These
ingredients available in our
1001 markets. Their distinctive
from
the
comes
tagt
combination of our foods and the
Puerto Rican methods of
preparation.
MENU
Arroz Con Polio
String Bean Salad
Pineapple Custard
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Got a question or•comment about homemaking? Address
it to "'Me Asket Basket," in care of Mrs. Sally
DuFord,
Route 1, Springville, Teen. 33254.
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Increased Bonus Fails
To Draw Army Personnel
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
increased enlistment bonus
failed to draw enough volunteers into the Army and Marine
ground combat army during
the first month of a new test.
Preliminary figures show the
two services signed up 1,534
young men for combat jobs in
May, some 900 Mow their
combined goal for the month.
The failure to meet the assigned goal underscores the
military's tough problem of getting young men to enlist for
service in the infantry, armor
and artillery.
About a year ago, the Pentagon ordered the Army and Marines to test a $1,500 bonus for
a four-year enlistment.
After 10 months, the results
were disappointing, so defense
chiefs raised the bonus to $2,500
for a test in May and June.
The Pentagon's authority to
offer such enlistment bonuses
of up to $3,000 will die at the

Dear Sally,
Here is a recipe for Strawberry Preserves which I have
used for 30 years without one failure.
Mrs. Ewing Johnson
Paris,Tenn.
STRAWBERRY PRESERVES
4 C. straberries, fresh or frozen
5 C. sugar
Bring to a rolling boil are boil 10 minutes, stirring constantly. Remove from heat,pour into sterilized jars and seal.
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by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

end of this month and the outcome of the two-month test of
the $2,500 bonus could weigh
heavily In Congress' decision
whether to extend the legislation another two years.
Failure of the test would underscore doubts held by certain
key military officers and civilian officials about the ability of
the services, chiefly the Army,
to maintain their strength without the draft.
, Over-all, the enlistment situation didn't change much in
May. The Army signed up only
5,147 youths for combat and
non-combat jobs, lagging nearly 3,000 behind its objective for
the month. The Navy drew 4,100 volunteers, falling about 400
short.
The Air Force took in 8,359
volunteers, bettering its goal by
330. Although faltering in combat arms enlistments, the Marine Corps scored well in total
enlistments.

It's common knowledge, I hope,
that young people need more nutrients during most of their teen
years than at any other time. It's
possible that a young woman
when pregnant might need as
much. But for the sake of this
discussion, let's set that subject
aside.
Documenting precisely the
growth that young people experience, say, from 12 to 17 years, has
not been difficult for parents or
the family physician who see it
happening every day before their
eyes. But now we have national
statistics from a Federal study
that are interesting because exact
averages are given.
Findings Of The Study
According to an announcement
of the results of the study by the
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare's National
*Center for Health Statistics:
"American boys 12 years of age
average an even five feet, or 60
inches, in height. Far boys age 15,
the average height is 67.5 inches,
and for 17-year olds, it is slightly
over 69 inches.

"Girls experience a similar
growth pattern, though by 17 they
average only a little over 64 inches in height. This is three Web,:
es more than their 12-year old
counterparts.
"For both sexes, there are conconcomitant increases in weight.On the average, 17 year-old-boys
weigh 150 pounds- or 55 pounds
more-than the 12-year olds. Girls
of 17 years average 127 pounds, as
compared with 103 pounds for 12.
year olds.
"These data on height and
weight of youths are based on a
1968-70 survey in which physical
examinations were given to more
than 7,000 youths representing a
national probability sample of the
population.
"In both sexes the weight spurt
begins about six months later
than the height spurt. The two
are of equal duration years
-- in boys, but the weight spurt
in girls continues a little longer
than that for height.
"Comparisons of tf.ese findings
with other studies suzgest an
earlier onset of the adolescent
growth Lpurt than previous inves-

tigators found The examina
non survey data indicate that
American boys now reach puberty
only about 1 1.4 years later than
girls Traditionally, the lag ha,
been placed at two years "
Need Rest Nutrition
The foregoing makes it rather
_obvious that with sixth growth going on, young people need the
best nutrition they can get. This
is one reason why the school
lunch program is so vitally im.
portant. It means teenage chitdrp,, can be sure of an adequate
luncri - one that not only feeds
them well but it a demonstration,
in itself, of what students have
heard in the classroom when good
nutrition is discussed Hopefully,
too, this learning carries over into their eating at home and else
where.
But the responsibility of par
ents will always be terrifically important Are you, if you are a
parent, paying that much attention to your child's nutrition'
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is dish is a traditional
Flerto rican meal. Serve it at a
From Mrs. Harold Crawford of McKenzie, Tenn., comes
bilffet dinner or a pot luck
this recipe for Corn Light Bread.
gethenng as well as to your
QUICK CORN LIGHT BREA
family for an unusual taste
2 C. plain corn meal*
treat.
1 C. plain flour
AaROZ CON POW)
1 C. sugar
(Chicken with Rice)
1 21-2 lb. chicken, cut up
1 tsp. soda
2 cloves garlic, chopped
lisp, salt
is tsp. oregano
2 C. buttermilk
2 tsp. salt
3 Tbs. shortening
1 C. chopped tomatoes
1 Th. salad dressing
I chopped green pepper
Mix dry ingredients. Add buttermilk and salad dressing.
I chopped onion
Grease a 5101 by 9 inch loaf pan. Heat shortening in loaf pan
La, C. olives
until hot. Add batter. Bake at 350 degrees for one hour.
1
rice
Remove from oven, let cool at least 30 minutes in pan. It can
2 C. water or broth
1. 10 oz. package English peas, be served either hot or cold. If kept after 24 hours it should be
caoked or 1 can peas
refrigerated. This is delicious served with ham, BBQ, or
salt, garlic and oregano
spareribs.
wed rub on chicken inside and
*If self-rising meal is used omit soda and salt,
It. Saute tomatoes, peppers,
ad onions in a very large Dutch
Mrs. Jack Daniel of Paris varied the recipe given above
Oven type pan. Add chicken and
by using 34 C. flour, 1 Tbs. shortening and no salad dressing.
amer half an hour. Add liquid
For a not-eo-sweet bread Mrs. Alex Davis of Paris uses only
rice awd_cowk until all the
er has been absorbed then -le C. sugar, C. melted shortening 1 egg and again no salad
cover until rice is done. Serve dressing.She bakes her bread in an iron skillet.
hot. Garnish with peas. Serves 6
Our thanks also to Mrs. Paul Neal of Henry, Tenn., for her
td 8. If your Dutch Oven pan is tread recipe.
attraetive, serve this one-dish
rrieal in the pan at the table.
AUNT CORA'S CORN LIGHT BREAD
2 C. self rising white corn meal
STRING BEAN SALAD
1lb. boiled string beans or 110 is C. flour, plain or self-rising
ks C. sugar
al. pkg. frozen green beans
2 The. salad oil or melted shortening
1 sliced onion
2 C. buttermilk
2 sliced tomatoes
C. salad or olive oil
Combine all dry ingredients, then add butter milk and oil.
it C. vinegar
Mix thoroughly. Bake in a well greased 8 x 4 x 21/ inch pan in
1 tsp. salt
an 350 degrees oven for 60 minutes.
'A tsp. pepper
From Mrs. Pat Hackett,
l!ground garlic clove
Murray,Ky.
. Mix oil, vinegar, salt, pepper
Our thanks go to. Mrs. 011ie Presson of Mansfield, Mrs.
and garlic and let stand.
eirrange beans in salad bowl. Jack Daniel of Paris, Mrs. Keys McCuiston and Mrs. Georgia
Strain dressing and pour over Bailey of Murray,Ky.,for their 7-Up Cake recipes.
salad Garnish with tomatoes
and onion slices.
This is more than a cold cinnamon may be substituted
This gift from the tropics is vegetable soup. The flavors of for the stick) and cook at low
simple to make and easy on the the raw chopped vegetables heat, stirring constantly. When
cligesUon. A great way to top off blend with the seasonings to rice is tender and almost dry,
a full dinner.
make a piquant soup which add sugar.Stir well and cook for
PINEAPPLE CUSTARD
a few minutes. Remove from
never touches the stove.
C. pineapple juice
heat and serve.
GAZPACHO SOUP
sugar
tt.
1 clove garlic, cut
egp
3 C. tomatoes, Seeded and finely
1-Boil pineapple Juice and sugar chopped
ip a syrup consistency. Cool. 4 Tbs. cucumber, peeled, seeded
neat eggs slightly and add
June 23-1973
and chopped
pineapple syrup. Strain and
ADULTS 86
4 Tbs. minced green pepper
pour into custard cups or a glass
NURSERY 2
12 C. chopped onion
casserole dish. Set cups or dish
The. salad oil
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
tri a pan with hot water in it. 22 tsp. lemon juice
Mrs. Jo Ann Mathis and Baby
The water should be 1 inch
k4 tsp. pepper
Boy, Rt. 2, Hazel.
deep I Bake in a 350 degrees
I tsp. salt 14
DISMISSALS
oven for 1 hour or until firm.
I dash hoe-trauce
Miss Karla Kai Mitchell, Rt.
I C. tomato juice
4, Murray, Mrs. Odelle Alma
MENU
Rub mixing bowl with garlic. King, Rt. 4, Murray, Master
easpactio Soup
Combine in the bowl the Jimmy Dale
Barnett, Rt. 3,
Kettle Cooked Fresh Ham
remaining ingredients, Stir
Murray, Mrs. Ruby
sweet
potatoes
Klazed
Louis
at
least
and
chill
for
well. cover
Sliced tomatoes and lettuce
Smith, Rt. 1, Alma, Mrs.
4 hours. Serve in chilled bowls
Rice with Milk
with an ice cube in each bowl. Marjorie Wells Barnett, Bois
Top with sour cream or diced 263, Murray, Lee Byrd Bolen,
KETTLE COOKED FRESH avocado. Serves 6.
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Irene Collis,
*Am
1014 Payne, Murray, Mrs. Mary
3 or 1 lbs. fresh ham
Louise Balentine, Rt. 3, Murray,
4 Tbs. salt
GLAZED SWEET POTATOES Mrs. Margaret Jean Crowe,.Rt.
14 bro. PaPPer
2 lbs. Ire& boiled or canned seet 5, Kloss Lane, Paducah, Mrs.
1 tsp. marjoram or oregano
Addle Bury Hutson, Puryear,
potatoes
;cloves garlic, chopped
C. brown sugar
Tenn., Mrs. Mary Ann Tucker,
2 Tbs. vinegar
1,4 C. butter or margarine
and Baby Girl, Rt. 6, Murray,
('. fat
Slice sett potato. Place slices Mrs. Elizabeth Dean Bland and
2 C. water
in a greased baking pan, and dot Baby Girl, Coach Est. 10-A,
, Make incisions in the meat with butter. Sprinkle with sugar.
with a fine, sharp knife. Mix the Bake in a 350 degrees oven until Murray, Connie B. Ford, 713
salt, pepper, marjoram or sugar turns into caramel. Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Helen
B.
Rayburn, 1607 Dodson,
oregano and garlic and stuff Serves.6.
Murray, Mrs. Hayrus L. Fair,
these condiments into the
1607 Dodson, Murray, Mrs.
incisions, and rub meat on all
Manic Jewell Jones, 1201 Vine,
sides. Pour the vinegar over the RICE WITH MILK
Murray, Luther J. Atkins, Box
meat and allow to stand 3 or 4 see C.
rice
25, Puryear, Tenn., Master
hours, or if possible, all night. 2 C. milk
John Mark Roberts, Rt. 1,
Heat lard and brown the meat % tsp. salt
Alnio.
in all sides. Cover with water, 1 stick cinnamon
-educe heat and turn over from % C. sugar
.Anne to time. Cooking time is
Place rice in water for two
lne.square yard of earth can
about 3 hours. Serves 12 people. hours. Remove from water and
..iipport 100,000 insects, but it
The recipe can be cut in half if drain. Add milk, salt and
takes 21 acres IS) support one
yc , are cooking a smaller ham. cinnamon
human.
I*2 tsp. ground
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Grants To Be Given To Essay Contest Winners

Kentuckians To The End
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By Betty Ellison
In that jubilant, terrible April
of 1865, Abraham Lincoln had
gathered around him men who
shared his Kentucky roots and
ties.
A desperate Civil War was
over, soldiers in Blue and Gray
were going home,and there was
a nation to lace back together.
Then, on a spring night, a
mad actor put a bullet into the
President's head.
One man from Kentucky
would forever curse himself for
not being at Lindoln's side at
Ford's Theater on that Good
Friday. Another Kentuckian
would seriously bend the law to
prosecute members of the
assassination conspiracy before
a military court.
Among the President's last
appointments that day was the
man who lugged rails Lincoln
had split into the convention
hall four years earlier, and who
coined the phrase, "The RailSplitter Candidate." That was
Maj. Gen. Richard J. Oglesby of
Oldham County, Kentucky.
Keeping the death vigil at the
Petersen House ( where the
wounded Lincoln was carried,
across the street from the
theater) was his attorney
general, James Speed, of
Louisville, who sadly left the
room where his leader and
friend lay dying and went into
the back parlor to write the
Vice-President that he should
prepare himself to take the
presidential oath in a matter of
hours.
In the front parlor a Kentuckian stood by, helpless, as he
watched Mary Todd Lincoln
crumble under the crushing
blow she had just received. In a
lonely cabin, far away, sat an
elderly lady whom Abraham
Lincoln called "Mother," who
found no surprise in the news of
the shooting of her stepson.
Surprise might have been
eliminated from the attack on
the President had Ward Hill
Lemon been present, instead
of a guard who had been
dicharged from the Washington
police force and who had left his
duty post to watch the play. A
handsome,swashbuckling man,
Lemon studied law in Louisville
in the 1840's and later became
Lincoln's circiiit•riding law
partner in Illinois. He was
selected to accompany Lincoln
to Washington in 1861, was
responsible for the President's
safety during the secret journey
from Harrisburg to Washington
amid assassination plots and
Later was appointed marshal of
the District of Columbia.
In 1864, when threats against
the President's life ran rampant, Lemon would often roll his
1119.-foot-two-frame in a blanket
and sleep on the floor outside
Lincoln's door at the White
House. But on the night of April
14 he was on assignment in
Richmond, Virginia.
There is little doubt that
Lemon would have attempted to
break John Wilkes Booth in half
had he been a: the President's

Manly\
1-0i1
SPECIAL OFFER
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10,000-I.U. of Vitamin E
in a base of Organic
Wheat Germ Oil. Excellent as a Dietary Supplement or as a Beauty
Aid —Skin takes on a
New Tone after a few
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4 oz. Size
Reg.$20 Value
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OR ANY OF THESE OTHER
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1 4 oz V.E. Shampoo
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LAZAR-SCOTT CO.
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company that night. Once,after
a street distrubance, Lincoln
remarked to Lemon, "When
you have occasion to strike a
man, don't hit him with your
fiat; strike him with a dub or
crowbar or something that
won't kill him."
Another lawyer, who had also
studied in Louisville, felt his
presence at the theater might
have helped change history. "If
I had been in the box, I would
have grabbed the assassin by
the neck and choked him to
death," said Major General
Oglesby, who was still carrying
a bullet in his chest from the
battle of Corinth.
Oglesby was born in Kentucky, where his father was a
slaveowner and a member of
the legislature. He would long
remember the cheerful parting
from Lincoln after his appointement in the President's
office that afternoon, and how
pleased Lincoln was that
Oglesby had been elected
governor of Illinois. It was
Oglesby's imagination and
inventiveness that made the
split rail a symbol of Lincoln's
candidacy and helped him win
the nomination. Oglesby was
among those Kentuckians who
kept the bedside vigil.
Attorney General James
Speed, as Kentucky as they
come, grew up in Louisville in
the family home, "Farmington," and was educated at
St. Joseph's College in Bardstown and
Transylvania
University in Lexington. Serving
in
the
Kentucky
Legislature, he found that his
firm anti-slavery attitude
hampered his political career.
His brother Joshua Fry Speed
was perhaps Lincoln's most
intimate friend, with a devotion
that began in a store loft and
ended at a catafalque in the
White House. When Lincoln was
much concerned about the
possibility of the well-armed
Kentucky State Guard, under
Simon Bolivar Buckner, going
over to the Southern cause, he
sent William Nelson, formerly
of Maysville and a naval
commander, on a vital mission
to see Joshua Speed.
A secret meeting was
organized by Joshua in 1861, at
the Capital Hotel in Frankfort,
with loyal Union supporters,
and he outlined a plan for
distributing 10,000 "Lincoln"

guns to the proper hands—guns
that are credited with helping to
hold Kentucky in the Union.
Lincoln remarked of James
Speed, when he appointed him
attorney general, "An honest
man and a gentleman, and one
of those well-poised men,not too
common here, who are not
spoiled by a big office." It was
Speed who handed down the
opinion that the alleged
assassin should receive a
military trial, rather than a
civil one, as the head of the
United States Army and Navy
had be shot while the nation was
still partially at war.
Prosecutor at the assassins'
trial was Joseph Holt, whom
Lincoln had appointed judge
advocate general of the
Department of the Army. Holt,
too, was thoroughly Kentucky;
he was born in Breckinridge
County, educated at St.
Joseph's in Bardstown and
Centre College in Danville, had
opened a law office in
Elizabethtown with the famed
Ben Hardin and spent a year as
an editor on the Louisville
Advertiser. After his appointment, Holt developed the
military commission so that
persons and offenses not subject
to the jurisdiction of courts
martial could be tried by a
military body.
Perhaps intense loyalty to his
fallen leader, plus the constant
push of the obsessed secretary
of war, Edwin M. Stanton,
caused Holt to take legal
shortcuts in the trail of the accursed conspirators. later, Holt
would be accused of suppressing evidence, such as
Booth's diary, and failing to
inform the commission of
President Andrew Johnson's
recommendation of clemency
for Mrs. Mary Surratt—the only
woman conspirator—who was
hanged.
Mary Todd Lincoln, born in
Lexington where she spent her
girlhood, was removed from the
small bedroom, begging to die
with her husband, on the orders
of Stanton. Attempting to
console her, in the front parlor
was John Blair Smith Todd,
born in Kentucky four years
earlier than Mary, his first
cousin. Todd felt then that Mary
Lincoln was already "bowed to
the very dust under the-Weight
of her bereavement," and he
could do very little to help ex-
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cept remain in her presence.
Another woman felt keenly
the grief she had predicted
when Lincoln bade her farewell
before going to Washington.
Sarah Bush Lincoln probably
contributed more to.'Abraham
Luicoin's the than any other
woman.It was she who saw that
little Abe was scrubbed clean
and had fresh clothes and a
warm home with plenty of food,
and who convinced her husband
that he should allow his son time
to read and study.
Sarah Bush Johnson, who
lived in Elizabethtown at the
time of her marriage to Thomas
Lincoln, felt an immediate
intellectual kinship ( although
she could neither read nor
write) with her stepson.
Dennis Hanks, Lincoln's
cousin, carried .he news of the
President's death to her. Sarah
replied, "Yes, I know, Denny. I
imowed they'd kill him. I been
awaiting fur it."

Scholarships totaling $300
await the two top winners in an
Americanism essay contest for
undergraduate students attending
Murray
State
University this summer, Dr.
Riley Venza, chairman of the
department of history, has
announced.
The topic, Dr. Venza said, is
'Moralism
American
in
Politics," and the winners will
be announced at the end of the
eight-week summer term in
early August. First prise is a
$200 scholarship and second
prize a $100 scholarship, both to
be awarded for study at Murray
State.
Each essay submitted should
be from 800 to 1,200 words in
length, and accompanied by a
declaration that the material is
the writer's orginal work, Dr.
Venza emphasized.
Entries also must be
typewritten on 8'oi-by-11 inch
paper with a 111- inch margin on
the left of the page and a one-

inch margin elsewhere, and
each one must be accompanied
by a biographical data sheet on
the writer. Each entry must
also be submitted in a binder.
Entries must be in the history
department not later than July
16.
Funds for the scholarships
are provided annually by Dr.
and Mrs. Herbert J. Levine of
Centralia, Ill., to encourage
Murray State undergraduates
to express their peroruil views
on an announced, but current,aspect
of
American
democracy. Similar scholarships are offered by the Levins
on other campuses.
In 1972, Dr Levine was given
the Wisdom Award of Honor by
the Wisdom Society for the
Advancement of Knowledge
Learning, Research and
Education in recognition of his
efforts in "contributing to the
educational and cultural
progress of our nation by
exemplifying the htftherit

tradition of American Life in
the fields of creative thought
and action."
Six Murray State students
have received the scholarships
since their inception in 1969.
A five-member committee
with Dr. Venza as chairman
administers the contest. Also on

Hospital Report
June 24, 1979
ADULTS 91
NURSERY 1
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dortha Lilliarn Eaker,
400 North 5th St., Murray,Jerry
Don Walker, Route 3, Murray,
R.B. Stunson, 51 Riveria Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Eva
Arnett,
Route 4, Murray, Bobby Darrell
Liles, Route 2, Henderson, Mrs.
Doris Fay Brown and Baby
Girl, Route 2, Wingo, Tellous
Pat Hackett, 904 Poplar St.,
Murray, Herman Edmond

Jewell, 426 North Washington,'•'
Hickman, Mrs. Irene Hopper,
Route 1, Almo.
•
SPACE TELESCOPE
Operating beyond the interference of earth's atmosphere, the Skylab space station's solar telescopes will
make observations of the sun
not possible from the ground,
particularly in the ultraviolet
and X-ray regions.
Only the male cricket sings,
the female making no sound at
all.
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Church concerned
over Watergate
Another speaker at the Baptist meeting was the Rev. D.
Samuel Proctor, pastor of
NEW YORK — Watergate
New York's Abyssinian Baphas plunged the religious estist Church, the pulpit of the
tablishment into a penetratlate Rep. Adam Clayton
ing search of the national
Powell Jr.
soul.
"God moves in a mysteriFrom policy-making bodies
ous way His wonders to perof national religious bodies,
form," Proctor said.
one of them admittedly made
"These people talked about
up largely of members of the
law and order at election
conservative "silent majortime, then many of them were
ity," to acknowledged fonts of
found breaking every law on
liberalism, grave concern has
the books during the same
been expressed over the ethielection; these people talked
cal and moral values invelved
about cutting the budget, so
in the Watergate "affair."
they cut funds off from the
The American Baptist
poor, but at the same time
Churches in the U.S.A. — forthey had hundreds of thoumerly the American Baptist
sands of dollars lying all
Convention — voted at its biaround the floor, dropping out
ennial convention in Lincoln,
of ceilings, hid under sofas, in
Neb., to go on record to exmilk trucks, everywhere to
press its concern over "the
carry on all kinds of political
grave crisis which Watergate
espionage, and no money for
has brought before.pir nathe poor, no money for daytion."
care centers, but all the monIn doing so, it declartigliat
ey you need to destroy liberty
the "crisis" produced by the
iind freedom on the part of
bugging of the Democratic '
,
helpless people."
presidential campaign offices
The Church Herald, official
in the Watergate complex in
publication of the Reformed
Washington, D.C., last year
Church in America, exand the subsequent "coverpressed concern lest Presiup" represents an extreme
dent Richard Nixon, while
result of a problem that runs
"doubtless" deserving some
deep in American society.
criticism, was in danger of
Its only solution, the Bapbeing "tried, sentenced and
tists said, lies in building inexecuted by rumor and alletegrity into "our personal
gation."
lives, in our relationships and
The magazine added that
in our institutions."
the nation might not have
Sen. Mark 0. Hatfield, Rbeen confronted by an isoOre., a leading religious conlated criminal incident but raservative, told the delegates
ther by "a hideous pattern of
that one of the underlying
corruption as a way of life in
causes of the Watergate scanthe highest.echelons of our
dal was to be found in the fact
governme nt.'.
that Americans "have let the
"One of the Most discouragwellsprings of deep spiritual
ing elements in this whole
faith run dry."
tragic story," the editorial
Of the political maxim that
said, "is that the President of
one never admits to wrongdothe United States should have
ing, he declared: "That may
chosen to surround himself
be wise politics, but it is terwith a whole company of men
rible Christianity."
who apparently considered it
He added that it "is incredacceptable to plan and to plot;
ible that not one of those into conspire and commit crimvolved in the Watergate afinal acts to gain their political
fair, nor anyone bearing reends.
sponsibility for the wrongdo"Whether or not he knew in
ing, has yet uttered a single
advance about Watergate or
word of repentance or a humthe coVerup. the fact remains
ble request for forgiveness."
that these were his men."

the committee are: Dr Ray
Mofield, chairman of the
ComDepartment
of
munications: Dr. Gene Garfield, a professor of political
science; Dr. Wayne Beasley,
professor of history, and M. C.
Garrott, director of public
relations.
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WIN FREE
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Can
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Our Special
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-
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Bowl

59

Kraft French

Blue Plate
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49
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Maxwell House
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Betsey

Max Pax

AWAKE
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COFFEE

COFFEE
3-1b. can. $26%
Expires 7-3-73
Good only at Storey's

can 3/$1N
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Good only at Storey's

2-roll 4/$1
Pkg.
Expires 7-3-73
Good only at Storey's

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

King Size

WISK
64-oz bot $149

Expires 7-3-73
Good osdy at Storey's

Coupon
Limft 1 per family

Expires 7-3-73
Good only at Storey's

COLD
POWER

$1"
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Good only at Storey's

With Th

Coupes
Limit 1 per family

Giant Size

Coupe
Limit 1 per family

Glad

PALMOLIVE SANDWICH
BAGS
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43c
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only at Storey's

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

FINAL
TOUCH

150 ct pkg.49t 33-oz. bot
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73'
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* U.S. CHOICE *

Storey's

End Cut

SIRLOIN STEAK
ROUND STEAK
SWISS STEAK
RIB STEAK
CHOPPED SIRLOIN

6.4ot.
C ns.

Food Giant
Prices Good Through July 4th
1301 Air Shopping Citnter

1•18
Plus Deposit

cartons with $7.50 iiditional purchase, excluding
tobacco and d iry products.

Fried

CHICKEN

Family
Box

$4,99

U.S. CHOICE

WE AILL BE

T-BONE STEAK

$ 168

Cube Steak

1.68 lb
U.S. Choice

Steak Cut

09

it esTA ES 32iabgs.$1 POT ROAST
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MORTON

-

FLAVORS

BOLOGNA

59c
U.S. Choice English Cut

French

RESSI G

Chuck
14
Bot 19t
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ROAST
LEAN AND MEATY
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' box
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59*
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Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Giant Size
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OIL
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Good only at Storey's
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25-oz. box
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News Summary For Nixon Put Together Each Day
WASHINGTON ( AP( — The
nation's most exclusive news
publication is put together every day by a staff of five for
one key reader: the President
of the United States.
Titled simply "News Summary,' it arrives at his desk at 8
a.m. each morning in a blue
looise-leaf binder. If the President is out of town it reaches
him by wire.
The summary, meaty but
dry, contains the essence of
news and commentary from
nearly 50 daily newspapers,
about as many magazines and
journals, plus the major news
services and the three major
television networks.
A sample:
''2 US News pages on 'Biggest WH Banquet Ever' w 7
photos on the 'day of high patriotism'—'like a breattf of
fresh air for scandal-ridden DC'
and 'a much-need lift for a
beleaguered RN...'."
The item, from a May 28
summary, condenses a U.S.
News & World Report story on
the White House(WH) banquet
for returning war prisoners.
Well-known names, including
Richard Nixon's, are in the
form of initials.
The summary generally runs
about 30 pages with the news
these days divided into categories: Watergate, Indochina,
Economy and so forth. In recent months Watergate has
commanded most of the digest's space.
Patrick J. Buchanan, a White
House speechwriter and former
editorial writer for the St.

Louis Globe-Democrat, began
the summary when President
Nixon took office and still supervises its production.
The main editing, however, is
done by Lyndon( Mort) Allin, a
32-year-old former history
teacher who says he has always been interested in the
media.
A review of some summaries
for the past year shows that the
digests are indeed thorough and
generally objective, if usually
bone dry.
The same summary that centained the favorable U.S. News
& World Report comment on
the POW,laanquet, for example,
also gave Time magazine's assessment that his "speech to
the POWs 'carried RN's new
theme to illogical lengths.. He
was flirting w demagoguery.. at
an occasion of deep nat'l appreciation used by RN for a selfserving purpose."
Allin and his staff of four
scan about 30 newspapers each
day page by page and an adttional 15 or more for major
news and editorial comment.
They also videotape all TV
news shows, and keep a running summary throughout the
day of the output of the main
wires of The Associated Press
and United Press Internatlanal.
By 11 p.m. the summary is
ready for final typing by the
White House secretarial pool. It
is then copied, stapled together
and distributed.

said. "Gradually the list grew, papers go into the following Times.
and when it got to about 30 so day's sununary
Among journals, the summany people saw it we began
The only major papers left maries focus not only on the
getting requests for more to be out of the
summary are The news weeklies but on publicaIncluded. Now it goes to about Washington Post
and The New tions ranging from Foreign Af130 people."
York Times. Instead, both are fairs to Playboy and the Village
Voice.
Columns and interpretive sto- slipped under the President's
door each morning by his valet,
Daily digests, however, give
morning
the
in
appear
that
ries
Manolo Sanchez.
prominence to television re-If we summarized those Ports.
In the print media, special
two, it would not only make the
summary twice as keg but re- watch is kept for "a new trend
of thought. People like Lisagor
dundant," Buchanan said.
or Sidey can set some trends
In a "Weekend- News Re- and get things
popping," Alibi
view," which Allin edits, he said, referring to
Peter Lisagor
CADIZ, Ky. (AP) — The does include the opinion sec- of the Chicago Daily News and
cashier at the Bank of Cadiz, tions of The Poet and The Hugh Sidey of TItne.
who invested a few cents in
postage stamps, has struck it
rich.
Mrs. Raymond Earl Fuller
The Weakley County Baptist Worth. His articles have apcollected $24,000 after submitting her name in a contest spon- Association is having a Crusade peared in Sunday School
Union
sored by a national magazine For Christ beginning July 9 and Builder, Training
Readers Digest). She was noti- continuing through July 15 at Magazine and the Quarterly
Review. He is married and has
fied Monday that her entry also 7:30 p.m.
three sons
was chosen for a $25 bonus
The evangelistic team will be
Frank L. Marshall is a native
prize.
Bob Norman and Frank Mar"It was the first really big shall of Nashville. Services will of Lansing, Michigan, and atthing I ever won," she said, be at the new fotifhall stadium tended Tennessee Temple
Chattanooga and
"although I usually enter all at Dresden High School
located College of
Rome,
these contests."
south of Dresden on Highway Shorter College of
After the check arrived, she 23. Special music will be Gerogia. He received the
deposited It in the bank but featured each night under the Bachelor of Music Degree from
hasn't decided yet how to spend direction of Mr. Chester Baylor University in Waco,
her prize. "I have two sons. Williams of First Baptist Texas. He is currently minister
Keith, 13, and John, 7, who Church, Greenfield.
of Music at Belmont Heights
Baptist Church, married _and
have thought up some pretty
good ideas on how to spend it"
Robert J. Norman is the,lather of two children. While
Mrs. Fuller could have col- currently pastoring Belmont setting churches in Texas,
lected 13,000 a month for one Heights Baptist Church of Georgia and Alabama, he has
year, or $100 a month for life Nashville. He attended Howard directed the music for many
"The summary is written for but decided on the lump man College, Birmingham, and State Evangelism Conferences
the President and originally "since I figured it would be South-Western
Baptist and revivals throughout the
had a circulation of five," Allin better for tax purposes."
Theoligical Seminary of Ft. country.
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Women Report Ways
To Stop Smoking

ST JOHN'S JOURNAL

Much Law Originates
In Court, Justice Says

Orwell, Hoover
loved liberty

Your Individual Horoscope

7?e‘

Frances Drake

was sneaking around getting
HARRODSBURG, Ky.—Oilef decisions ourselves through our
FOR THURSDAY, JUNE 28, 1/73
butts out of ashtrays. I decided
Justice John S. Palmore of the legislature, the healthier our
this really wasn't doing me any
With your innate ingenuity,
Kentucky Court of Appeals government is," Palmore said.
Look in the section in which
good, I was still smoking. My
you will probably discover more
find
and
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
warned Kentuckians that the
comes
of what life might be under a
birthday
your
The justice advocated the
than one novel way of meeting
husband knew I was trying to
Copley News Service
Br-other
Big
"vitality of the system of study of law, not to produce what your outlook is, according
• powerful
day's demands. Others are
this
quit smoking, so he would hide
oligarchy.
government rests in direct lawyers but to provide the to the stars.
competing for identical goals:
• PALO ALTO, Calif. — "We
his cigarettes from me, and
However, the process by
and not in the understanding of the
legislation
ARIES
funcannot extend the mastery of
Push on!
after a while I really didn't have
which this totalitarian nightcourts," as he told the more damentals, through the school ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
government over the daily life mare can come
any cigarettes to smoke. So I
day,
obout was
This should be a fruitful
than 300 attending Boone Day systems. He also urged his
CAPRICORN
of the people," observed Herjust didn't smoke anymore."
stated succinctly by Hoover in
observances here that 90 per audience to "Care, and see that when some of your more ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 29)
bert
Hoover,
"without
someFrom New York, Annette
1935: "The appetite for power
cent of the law today originates only the best among our citizens vigorous efforts could bring
Some situations may be
where making it master of
Goodrich reports: "I had dinner
grows with every opportunity
unexpected rewards and getting out of hand. This is the
in
the
courts.
people's
the
and
souls
and
go to the legislature
thoughts." to assume it, and power over
with a man who was speaking
recognition. Romance also time to use your wits and clear
Justice Palmore traced the halls of Congress."
When Hoover wrote these
the rights of nrien leads not to
about a woman friend of his. He
favored.
up matters insofar as YOU are
of
history
"common law," used
lines of warning in a 1935
humility, bu'i arrogance, and
said she was one of the most
"The right to govern our- TAURUS
personally concerned.
to distinguish law based on past
book, "The Challenge to libarrogance incessantly deelegant and immaculate women
written court decisions from selves is the most precious thing ( Apr. 21 to May 21)
erty," the British writer
more power. A few
Best results will accrue from AQUARIUS
he had ever seen, but she had a
we have outside the good earth
laws enacted by legislation.
George Orwell was an un- mands so
dislocate social
working with those who have ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 194
conhe
life,"
us
gives
that
very dirty habit: she smoked'1 known novelist. It was a time steps
He explained how in today's
A top day for displaying your
of desknow-how and inspiration to
This made a tremendous imwhen the trio of Western total- forces thirt some form
court, decisions are based upon cluded, "because as the earth is offer. Solo ventures may not be canny sense of timing and
inevitable
becomes
potism
pression on me,suddenly seeing
itarianism, Nazism, fascism, and
the
previous
written our mother, the rule of law is as successful.
ability to cut deadwood from
liborrty dies."
smoking as so unaesthetic.
and communism, was menacjudgements in similar cases. the mother of our freedom."
your schedule. Some new op.
Geor
ge
1950,
in
died
Orwell
GEMINI
Right away I started looking at
ing the world with the very
"United States Supreme
portunities in the offing.
21)
June
address
to
22
(May
justice's
chief
The
ashtrays with butts and
philosophy that Hoover spent leaving behind a vivid and
Court Judges have had their highlighted
toward
tendency
a
Avoid
annual
the
the better part of his life fight- powerful warning to the Westthinking how dirty it all was.
roots in the common law," historical celebration held each lethargy. Rewards will be PISCES
ing against.
ern world in "1984." Had he
After about a week, I just
Justice PalMore told the year on the anniversary of commensurate with the efforts ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Later in 1945, out of his lived, Orwell would have been
A good period. Augment your
couldn't smoke anymore. It was
audience. He said this Daniel Boone's first steps into you expend. Keep your own
with something
program
as simple as that, and I stop- firsthand experience with this 70 years old on June M, and
background, plus the fact that Kentucky on June 7, 1769.
counsel in personal affairs.
trio of totalitarianism, Orwell next year will mark the 100th
special, out-of-the-ordinary.
Pod."
CANCER
so
is
to
Constitution
hard
our
If quitting smoking is one of published a satirical novel de- birthday of Herbert Hoover.
The Kentucky Historical ( June 72 to July 23) 1E0
0 Trump competition's move with
amend, has resulted in the
It is difficult for most
your problems, ask your flating the concept of equaliSociety
event.
day quiet, tactful skill.
the
this
sponsors
getting
time
no
Waste
Supremem Court "amending it
Kentucky Lung Association for tarianism, titled "Animal Americans to conceive that
by interpretation."
Parks Commissioner Ewart out of the planning stage and
George Orwell and Herbert
Farm."
copies of the newspaper in
YOU BORN TODAY are an
"But in the last ten or 15 Johnson spoke of his depart- into enthusiastic, well-executed
And in 1949 he published a Hoover had anything in comwhich these stories and others
years law in this country has ment's plans to rebuild the fort action. Any possible obstacle extremely sensitive, commonumental novel that loas mon.
are reported. No charge—it's a insured his fame,
been more disrupted by the at Boonesborough and ex- should stimulate you — not passionate and responsive
The former was considered
"1984,'' a
Christmas Seal service to help factional nightmare ace
Individual, devoted to home,
Court than ever before tensively renovate Fort Harrod annoy.
Supreme
ount a socialist and the latter a
The gypsy moth, a serious your health.
LEO
family and friends. You tend to
history,"
in
in
or
memory
my
what
However,
conservative,
of
points
central
as the two
in the Northeastern forests
to Aug. M)
be jealous and overpossessive
Palmore said. He spoke of the Interest in 1974, as Kentucky (July 24
ties the two together philothe United States, has not yet
Put a bit more enthusiasm with loved ones, however, and
lifelong
their
Rights,
of
was
Bill
the
of
sophically
emphasis
n detected in Land Between
celebrates its 1974 Bicentennial. into efforts. Success can come should try to curb these traits
opposition to totalitarianism
"but tbe Constitution was
e Lakes, TVA's outdoor
during the Boone Day through new alliances. The since they tend to "strangle"
originally written without it,"
of any type.
ecreation area in western
William B. Floyd, "different," if appropriate, the very ones whose affection
said.
he
Here on the campus of Stanentucky and Tennessee. The
you crave. You have a lively
the restoration of could spark day's drive.
of
-.
Curator
"The most important thing it
ford University, the Hoover
ienoths, which destroy over
imagination and a delightful
in Frankfort, VIRGO
capitol
\
Okl
the
run
can
people
the
that
is
says
the
to
dedicated
is
Institution
23)
Sept.
to
24
( Aug.
• -400,000 acres of forest each
sense of humor; would make an
their own country—they own outlined the needs for artifacts
fight, against all forms of toQuite unexpectedly, you may excellent writer or entertainer.
year, have presented a serious
that
in
used
be
to
furniture
and
the government and can run it,
The Farmington Chapter Harrison, Wayne Burnett, tali.tarianism and seeks to
be afforded the chance to do You could also succeed in the
problem to the foresters,
ling is
building once
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. carry on the ideas of the late
"Justice Palmore says.
something big, attain a new law — especially of the criminal
'conservationists, and out- of Future Farmers of Steven
president. It is also an acaThe chief justice explained completed.
foothold on the ladder to suc- variety — but, if not attracted to
doorsmen of our eastern states. America recently received Michael Shelton, and
demic institution that is the
have
courts
past,
the
its
Emblem
in
Gold
cess. Keep alert and ready to any of the aforementioned
that,
State
first
Galloway.
Kenneth
being
are
Diligent measures
nucleus for forming a much
act.
by
to
law
tried
the
the
State
develop
at
Ky.
annual
fields, may find your greatest
taken to prevent any defoliation
Colley represented the
needed united front against
LIBRA
following the people "like the
happiness in science —
from occurring in Land Bet- FFA Convention.
Purchase Federation in the
totalitam rusm
23
Oct
to
24
(Sept.
dictionary which doesn't invent
ween the Lakes' 145,000 acres of
especially medicine. Your
The Convention was held State Dairy Impromptu
The growth of the power of
now
do
and
say
you
What
new words but defines them
and the
forest land.
in Louisville Ky. on June Speech contest.
the state, be it at home or
could have more far-reaching affinity for the unknown
after they are already in use."
untried, coupled with your
The gypsy moth, which feeds 6th, 7th, and 8th. This is
abroad, is as menacing now
so
realize,
you
than
effects
Palmore
today's
termed
In preparation for a second
Michael Shelton was
also
on the leaves of trees, has a the highest award given to a
as it was when the trio of tomark time, think things over investigative mind, would
Court "activist," career after retirement, 87
Supreme
make you a brilliant detective.
talitarianism was riding high
four-stage life cycle, but the chapter on the state level. recognized as one of the 18
imNO
acting.
before
saying it takes the position that New York policemen and fireAmerican Farmers in the
in Herbert Hoover's time of
larva, or caterpillar, is the one
pulsiveness!
chapters of state. This degree will be
know what is good for men recently received diplo"we
Twenty-two
OrGeorge
when
or
1930s
the
The
damage.
the
that does
SCORPIO
mas as graduate nurses from
•cited
the
in
He
you."
specifically
chapters
170
over
in
him
upon
confered
Orwell
well
"1964."
wrote
female lays an egg mass, which
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
CHAGALL IN RUSSIA
recent decision on capital Bellevue Hospital Center's
once observed after returning
Reflexes, intuition and
may contain as many as 500 state received this award. Kansas City, Missouri in
Nursing.
of
School
abortion,
and
punishment
on
based
Marc Chagall, the modernOctober.
from the Spanish Civil War of
business acumen should be keen
eggs, in late May. In early June The award is
arrangethat
special
the
"questions
Under
the
these
during
terming
painter, who left Russia as
ist
achievements
English
hearing
and
'30s
the
the eggs hatch and the caternow. Especially favored under a voluntary exile in 1922, rethe court should not have ment, the only one of its kind
chapters.
He is the first intellectuals condemn faspillars begin feeding. The year of the local
research,
aspects.
day's
turned recently at the invitadecided. He said they were in the country, the 67 police
Farmington member ever cism but not Red Stalinism:
hungry moths can completely
merchandising, butiness tion of the Soviet Ministry of
Those attending the
and firemen took classes at
were
people
the
"questions
is
left
the
with
problem
The
of
degree
this
receive
to
defoliate and strip huge areas Convention from the
transactions in general. \
Culture to attend an exhibiperfectly capable of deciding the nursing school three
.pembership.'"It ia the that they want to be anti-Fas-of forest within two or three
finishing
after
week
a
nights
tion of his paintings in MasSAGITTARIUS
aoototalibeing
without
cult
for
themselves."
highest degree given hir-the
seasons, including softwoods Farmington Chapter'were
-regular daytime tours of duty.
'
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )94
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make
we
more
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National
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Colley,
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and hardwoods. A bare forest
destroys the scheme of nature.
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. Between the Lakes, a trapping
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' area in 1971. Gypsy moth traps,
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fested areas are also planned.
So far no moths have been
detected.
The gypsy moth control
program is based upon prompt
detection. Travelers are urged
to watch for the small brown
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fabric-like egg mass. The
brownish, hairy caterpillar is
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easy to identify the pairs of red
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gypsy moth damage under
control
Here's what two women did:
Mary Budnick of Michigan
reports, "I eliminated smoking
episodes one by one; and I
trained myself not to smoke.
The first thing I eliminated was
smoking in my car. I could
smoke any time of the day, a
thousand cigarettes if I wanted
to, but smoking in the car was
just out of the question. Then
the next cigarette I eliminated
was the one before work and
breakfast; smoking any other
time of the day was just fine and
if I wanted to double up that was'
OK. One by one I went through
and gradually eliminated every
single smoking situation "
Ada Brown of Louisiana has a
different story: "By not buying
them, I didn't have any to
smoke. My husband does smoke
and the first couple of weeks I
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Sate

DI-GEL ANTI-GAS ANTACID

Laundry Soil & Stain Remover

J

Reg.

Reg.
'1.29

11
Sale 69

1.59

78

Sal.

PAPER PLATES

T. LOTION

Your Choice

sole

Reg. '2.10

ANAC1N.

ANACIN

Fast Pain Relief!

Sole

$

6-12 PLUS
ANSECT REPELLENT

t

7

Reg. '1.36

Hot
Shot

SOLARCAINE
Antiseptic Spray

Reg.
2.19

TOOTHPASTE

Sate

LYSOL

Anti-Perspirant

J,

59;

Sole

ARRID EXTRA DRY

541
1 08

with Exclusive Freezer Lid
Keeps snacks colder, longer. Fits into most
lunch kits. No. 7000.

Reg. '1.19

pemdenI

Reg.
s1.79

99

THE6TEDJAR

p.

sole

House &
Garden Pest
Killer

Sate

Reg. '1.67

Reg.
2.59

44'

1
w7

Scile /

r

DISINFECTANT SPRAY
Disinfects, deodorizes, kills
household germs. Giant economy size 21-oz.
soV3

$ 1 48
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Northside
Shopping
Center
10th &
Chestnut

Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.
lRound
19
Steak
means
Rib
$109
BUYING POWER
AT YOUR IBA STORE
Steak

'Gil

SFIn()

Cal

Membei

U.S. Choice

lb.

U.S. Choice

lb.

U.S. Choice Sirloin

I.G.A. Conned
3-1b. Can $399

Ham
Cake
Mix

Sliced Slab

49,,

Steak
Prices Good thru Wed.,
*** July 4th ***

Betty Crocker
White, Yellow, Choc.

U.S.Choice

M
umAYONNAISE

T-Bone
$J69

69'

all-B-Q SAUCE

18-oz.

PAPER PLATES

100 Ct Pkg.

iI i.r6FIGiR PICKLES

Purex

59'

5
Jellano
9; 1 ,

STAR-K1ST

TUNA

/
2-oz.
61

Hunt's

Catsup
Big Quart

49'

(SAVE 20-)

I.G.A.
25 Roll

ALUMINUM FOIL

25'

DEL MONTE
No 303 Can

25'

44t

CHARCOAL

(SAVE 20)

1

Pkg. of 2

3-oz.

5-1b. bag

YELLOW SQUASH

BUNS
I.G.A. BREAD

& HAMBURGER Pkg. of 12

lb- 294

Tast-D-Lite Pink

Apple Sauce

20-oz.

PORK & BEANS

14'

(Limit 6)

CHAR Ml N

NAPKINS

60 Ct. Pkg.

SYRUP

No. 303 Can

14'

1PEPPERS
or
POTATO CHIPS
le
CUBES

39;

69'
39'

Each

VANISH

Ripe

5;

WATERMELONS
22-lb. Avg.

29'
25'
69;

Seems
have Ju
anymore.
frog stran

Our gut
rain wate
nearly ev
lately po
from end

"Few n
shunned t
time but I
prove it,
wasting th
burl, taB
they
hi

We wen
how to ti
seems to
Here's him

1. Place
shirt coils
side over
2. Pull t
over, forn
3. Fold ti
in half, in
4. Bring
up under
5. Now
hand sect
knot and i
6. Push t
the folded
or index fl
7. Push
left, in fror
(See Seen

The

10.;

I.G.A.

24-oz

See

29'

HOT DOG Pkg. of 10

MRS. BUTTERWORTH'S
No 300 Can

41'

94;

Fe.c.

3-oz. Pkg.

STO
'
knocked
Nance at
from the

16-oz. 8-Bot. Carton

Pepsi

SHOWBOAT

Twin Bag

16-oz.

PIE SHELLS
UPTON
TANT TEA

Bleach

Gal.

PEAS

F bedkgs

lb

39'

Bacon
Wieners
79;

$ 1 29

3-lb. Can

55'

BANANAS

12

Mom=
Today,
very warn
in the mid
Tonight,
er, lows in
Friday,
warm but
tht upper
Winds, a
eight to 12
day, dimir
six miles p
Outlook 1
cloudy and
Precipitii
per cent
tonight, an,

